
 

ABSTRACT 

SRIVASTAVA, MANU. Image Processing and Analysis of Vapor Bubbles nucleated in 

Thin Liquid Film Boiling. (Under the direction of Dr. Nam T. Dinh and Dr. Tiegang Fang). 

 

This study is concerned with physics of high heat-flux boiling that governs Critical 

Heat Flux (CHF) upon Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB). The focus is placed on 

nucleation pattern, dynamics and interactions of vapor bubbles in a micro-layer. An 

Autonomous Image Processing Tool is developed to extract bubble characteristics from high 

speed video (10000fps) of high heat flux (836, 1118, 1504 and 1893 kW/m2), thin-film 

boiling of water over a horizontal surface (Ti36Sb dataset, BETA-B experiment). 

Advanced image processing techniques involving noise removal, thresholding and 

segmentation operations are applied for processing each image frame. A multilayer 

perceptron neural network, trained on 20ms of manually identified bubble data, is used for 

autonomous bubble identification with an accuracy of 70-80%. After tracking individual 

bubbles over 60ms, bubble characteristics such as maximum base area, residence time and 

expansion velocity are calculated. 

Statistical analysis of bubble characteristics reveals their growth patterns. It was 

observed for the first time that bubble bases expand in an accelerating manner with time. 

This behavior is explained by the distribution of superheat of fluid in the vicinity of 

nucleating bubbles. Notably, the bubble base expansion velocity is found to increase with the 

imposed heat flux. 

Another observation was that the surface averaged bubble base expansion velocity of 

bubbles nucleated from high frequency nucleation sites is larger than that of bubbles 

nucleated at sites that only nucleate once. 



 

While the image and data analysis produced insights into bubble nucleation and 

growth, statistical analysis of bubble characteristics and spatial analysis of spatio-temporal 

pattern have not exhibited a critical behavior postulated to occur at CHF. 

Data and insights developed in this study can be used in the development of 

statistical, behavioral and mechanistic modeling of bubble dynamics in high heat flux 

boiling. 
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1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter provides an introduction to Nucleate Boiling, focusing on the recent changes in 

its understanding from time and space averaged to a dynamic and asynchronous 

phenomenon, the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) and Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB).  

1.1 Introduction 

Nucleate boiling has been studied extensively for the past 60 years. It is an elaborate heat 

removal mechanism. In nuclear reactors and other high energy density installations where high 

heat transfer is required within small areas, it is a method of choice. Using single-phase forced 

convection would be impractical because extremely high bulk velocities would be required. 

1.1.1 The Boiling Curve 

 

Figure 1 Boiling curve 
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In Figure 1, the ordinate and abscissa denote the heat flux, q”, and surface superheat, ΔT, 

respectively for pool boiling of water. Nucleate boiling exists between ΔT = 5°C and ΔT = 

30°C. The slope represents the heat transfer coefficient, h = q’’ / ΔT. The rapid rise in h is 

caused by bubble nucleation and enhanced fluid mixing which absorbs heat from the heater 

surface in the form of latent heat of evaporation and exposes the hotter heater surface to 

cooler bulk liquid situated above the superheated liquid layer adjacent to the surface. This 

causes rapid localized cooling for the surface. Increasing the heat flux, increases the number 

of bubbles and improves the fluid mixing. Thus, only a small increment in surface 

temperature is observed for large heat flux increments. This makes nucleate boiling a 

desirable cooling mechanism for the heater’s surface. 

At ΔT approximately equal to 30°C, q’’ reaches its peak. Further increase in heat flux results 

in Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) or Boiling Crisis. DNB causes deteriorated heat 

transfer in film boiling regime, making the heater overheat rapidly to the order of 1000°C. 

The maximum value of heat flux upon DNB is called the Critical Heat Flux (CHF). 

1.1.2 CHF 

The operation of heat transfer equipment involving phase change, near but below CHF 

improves its efficiency. The prediction of CHF is the fundamental question that has been 

driving research in the field of nucleate boiling. Until recently, CHF was thought to be 

caused by purely hydrodynamic phenomenon (Zuber, 1959). New data and experiments have 

put the focus on micro-hydrodynamics of thin film and dynamics of bubble growth and 

interaction in the thin liquid film adjacent to the heated surface for the determination of CHF. 

Major historical milestones in CHF prediction are highlighted and critiqued below. 
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1.1.2.1 Kutateladze’s Correlation (1952) 

Nucleate boiling was considered hydrodynamically similar to gas bubbling through a porous 

plate used in sieve-tray distillation columns with the gas flow rate analogous to heat flux 

density. The transition of gas flow from laminar to turbulent (hydrodynamic instability or 

‘column flooding’) was considered to represent CHF in boiling. This led to the belief that 

CHF was purely a hydrodynamic phenomenon and a critical vapor velocity would exist 

where liquid and vapor would compete for free volume. Using dimensional analysis, 

Kutateladze derived the widely used CHF correlation: 

𝑞′′
𝐶𝐻𝐹

= 𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑉[ρ𝑣2 σ g (ρ𝐿 – ρ𝑉)]1/4 

1.1.2.2 Zuber’s Hydrodynamic Theory (1959) 

Zuber (Zuber, 1959) approached the CHF peak in Figure 1 from the Transition boiling side 

and analytically derived Kutateladze’s correlation. Transition boiling was understood to be 

hydrodynamically unstable but with a well-defined geometry, unlike nucleate boiling. He 

attributed the organization of vapor jets to Taylor instability of a plane interface with the 

lighter fluid below the heavier fluid and the mushroom clouds in the vapor jets were 

attributed to Helmholtz instability. 

Despite being hydrodynamically unstable, Transition boiling was thermally stable. Since the 

vapor release process exhibited a periodicity in time, Zuber stated that the maximum 

allowable frequency of this system corresponds to the CHF. 

By considering the stability of a circular gas jet in a liquid, Zuber calculated the mass flow 

rate of one vapor column: 
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Where m0 denotes wave number 

Evaluating the energy requirement of a vapor column, assuming the surrounding liquid is at 

saturation temperature, 

𝑞′′ = 𝐿𝜌𝑣

𝛱 3

24√2𝛱
[
𝜎 𝑚0

𝜌𝑣
]

1/2

 [
𝜌𝑙

𝜌𝑙 +  𝜌𝑣
]

1/2

 

Where L is the latent heat of evaporation at saturation. 

The wave number, m0, was determined within the range:  

[𝑔
(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑣)

𝜎
]

1
2

> 𝑚0 > [𝑔
(𝜌𝑙 −  𝜌𝑣)

3𝜎
]

1
2

 

Substituting the wave number in the energy equation results in the Kutateladze’s correlation, 

𝑞′′
𝐶𝐻𝐹

= 𝑘𝐿[ρ𝑣2 σ g (ρ𝐿 – ρ𝑉)]1/4 

1.1.3 Criticisms of Hydrodynamic models and Recommendations 

Classical boiling theory and models were based on traditional experiments that assumed a 

uniform distribution of nucleation site density. Modern experiments with better access to the 

heater surface revealed that the nucleation site density was spatially non-uniform and the site 

behavior was dynamic (On at times – Off at times). The traditional view led to a series of 

predictions that were not observed in modern experiments. 

Traditional experiments decoupled the heater from analysis by assuming constant wall 

temperature. The constant wall temperature was determined by temporal averaging of local 

thermocouple data and subsequent spatial averaging of the averaged temporal data assuming 
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uniform distribution of nucleation site density. The new experiments showed that the heater 

surface heavily influenced boiling. CHF was found to occur due to the development of dry 

spots on the heater surface. Also, around the year 2000, a number of experiments also showed 

that CHF is largely governed by the micro-hydrodynamics of the thin liquid film on the heater 

surface. On other hand, Zuber’s vapor column instability theory proposed more than half 

century ago had not been observed in these experiments. 

Classical boiling models, based on time and space averaged parameters, “tended to predict 

lower CHF for higher nucleation site density which is contradicted to the findings of the 

modern experiments using high-speed infrared imaging for heat-transfer surface 

thermometry” (Liu, et al., 2014). The newly observed dynamic nature of nucleation sites 

implied that taking a ‘snapshot’ (as shown in Figure 2) of the heater surface will not reveal 

the geometric nucleation pattern due to the intermittent behavior of sites. Therefore, the use 

of averaged parameters precludes the dynamic effects of asynchronous bubble nucleation, 

growth and departure/collapse processes. 

 

Figure 2 Photograph taken from below of Carbon tetrachloride boiling on horizontal glass plate (Nelson, 2001) 

Nelson proposed a mechanistic modeling approach that included the thermal effects of site 

interactions on nucleation i.e. the activation chances of neighboring sites are affected by a site’s 
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activation. This approach was based on self-organization of boiling. According to him, 

“Boiling is a structure that results from constrained minimization of temperature peaks of the 

heater surface (entropy generation minimization). The constraints are placed by the actual 

distribution of nucleation sites. Its stability results from the geometric optimization process. 

The system continues to minimize its overall thermal resistance in search for stationary 

solutions” (Nelson, 2001).  

It was established that nucleate boiling (and determination of CHF) should be modeled in a 

conjugate manner with the heater and more modern boiling experiments that measured local 

and instantaneous heater surface temperature and observed the micro-hydrodynamics of the 

thin liquid film were needed.  

1.2 BETA Experiments 

“New kinds of experiments and visualizations on the micro-hydrodynamics of high heat flux 

pool boiling and burnout are conducted by professor Theofanous’s group at UCSB 

(Theofanous, et al., 2002). These BETA experiments use high-speed video and infrared 

imaging to visually capture the micro-hydrodynamics of evaporating liquid film that 

constitute the key physics of burnout. Figure 3 depicts the schematic of the BETA 

experiment in two configurations. Configuration A is designed for observing the pool boiling 

processes, where the test section employs Ohmic heating of sub-µm Ti films deposited on 

130µm glass substrates over a square 6.5mm on the side. The pool boiling progressions were 

captured by high speed infrared camera. Configuration B is designed for observing the thin 

film boiling processes, which were captured by the high speed infrared camera and the high 

speed video camera. Each test consisted of a series of runs, gradually increasing the heat flux 
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level, until burnout occurred and the heater was destroyed. Visualization records (1 s 

duration) were obtained in selected runs (mostly at conditions expected to be near burnout), 

after a short wait to reach steady state at the new power level. The data acquisition rate was 

up to 68 kHz and 11 kHz for the video and IR cameras, respectively.” (Liu, et al., 2014) 

 

Figure 3 Schematic of the BETA experiment in two configurations (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 

 “In BETA experiment, the heater is on top of the substrate producing very uniform heat flux 

on the surface, which helps reduce data uncertainty and renders very small thermal inertia, 

therefore the burnout occurred almost immediately at CHF. The temperature of heater’s 

surface is observed by high speed infrared imaging of the nano-film heater from below using 

very strong light source for both configurations, A and B. Detailed bubble behavior is 

captured by the high speed video from the top in Configuration B.” (Liu, et al., 2014) 
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“BETA experiment provides three types of experiment data: (1) the temperature profile of 

nucleation site at different time steps, (2) the temperature history at the center of nucleation 

site, and (3) the history of bubble progression. Types 1 and 2 data were extracted from 

images taken by the high-speed infrared camera and Type 3 data come from the image taken 

by high-speed video camera used in Configuration B.” (Liu, et al., 2014)  

1.2.1 Overview of BETA-A Results 

Based on the void fraction near the heater surface, the BETA-A experiment (2002) 

established that the search for burnout mechanisms should be focused on the micro-

hydrodynamics of evaporating thin liquid film on heater surface. This led to the discovery of 

the Scale Separation phenomenon by Theofanous et al., which states that liquid-film boiling 

performed with liquid supply on the side of a heater should exhibit similar behavior as in 

pool boiling experiments on the same heater. 

The Scale Separation phenomenon formed the basis for BETA-B (2007) series of 

experiments: removal of liquid pool above the heater’s liquid film allows visual access to 

nucleation and bubble dynamics in the evaporating liquid film. BETA-B experiments found 

that there was very small difference between CHFs in Configurations A and B for similar 

experiment condition ratifying the scale separation assumption. Gong’s experiments also 

confirmed that liquid films with various thickness have similar CHF (Gong, et al., 2014). 

1.2.2 Overview of BETA-B Results 

Visual access to the micro-hydrodynamics of thin liquid film revealed dynamic and 

asynchronous bubble nucleation and bubble-bubble boundary interactions resulting in either 

collapse or coalescence of the interacting bubbles. These bubble boundary interactions and 
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thermal factors causing asynchronous activation of neighboring sites constitute collective 

behavior of bubbles. 

The following observations from BETA depict collective behavior of bubbles: 

1. Figure 4 shows bubble diameters as a function of time taken from images obtained in 

BETA-B experiment.  

 

Figure 4 Bubble diameters as function of time for BETA B experiment. (Liu, et al., 2014) 

This shows that the bubble departure diameter varied considerably due to bubble 

interactions. The observation is that “expansion of a bubble (base) is constrained by the 

presence and growth of neighboring bubbles. This interruption causes the expanding 

liquid ring to break, rushing excess liquid back to rewet the dry spot. As heat flux 

increases, bubble NSD is also increased (decreasing characteristic distance between 

neighboring bubbles). The neighbors-constraining configuration reduces both the bubble 

base size and the dry spot residence time.” (Dinh & Tu, 2013) 
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2. The reversal of the established CHF-NSD trend was first observed in BETA experiments 

and has also been attributed to collective behavior of bubbles. “As can be seen in BETA-

B tests, bubbles are nucleated and grow asynchronously. Consequently, boiling heat 

transfer analysis framework using aggregated static NSD tends to overestimate the size 

and lifetime of surface bubbles. Because simultaneous bubbles are few, they do not easily 

coalesce as suggested by a NSD based static treatment. This recommends the treatment of 

bubble nucleation as a dynamic phenomenon.” (Liu, et al., 2014) 

3. Another observation of the BETA-B experiment was that long lasting bubbles that were 

nucleated at high superheat caused burnout as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Burnout caused by long lasting bubble (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 
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“The reason that the nucleation site activated at such a high superheat is because its 

neighboring nucleation sites were constantly activated, which prevent expansion of the 

hot spot site and thus raise the temperature at that spot. When the hot spot site nucleated, 

intensive evaporation would quickly drain the micro-layer under the bubble causing 

rapid temperature rise in the region in contact with vapor. This high temperature would 

keep a residual bubble at that point and keep the liquid from rewetting that spot.” (Liu, et 

al., 2014). This is an example of thermal interactions driven collective behavior of 

nucleation sites determining their activation. 

Thus, on one hand, collective behavior of bubbles and nucleation sites may have led to the 

observed increase in heater resilience to burnout under high NSD, while on the other, it could 

lead to a spike in the local surface superheat causing burnout. 

1.3 Scale Separation Phenomenon 

“Scale separation concept is proposed by Theofanous based on the observation from the 

BETA. According to the radiographic image taken during BETA tests, within 1mm of the 

heater surface the average cross-sectional void fraction reaches up to 80–90% (as shown in 

Figure 6) in nucleate pool boiling. This indicates a most remarkable separation of the 

external (macro) hydrodynamics from the heating surface. Also, infrared image in Figure 7 

showed the nucleation behavior is fairly regular under high heat flux, which implies the 

nucleation behaves autonomously without the influence of churn turbulent flow of the bulk 

fluid.” (Liu, et al., 2014) 
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Figure 6 Experimental evidence of scale separation (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 

 

Figure 7 Regular behavior of nucleation site shown by infrared images, (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 
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“As implied by the experimental evidence, the main idea of the scale separation assumption 

is the fact that the two-phase hydrodynamics of the bulk fluid do not directly affect CHF; but 

it can indirectly influence CHF by affecting the hydrodynamics of thin liquid film (which is 

believed to be in micrometer-scale). As a result, the pool boiling under high heat flux can be 

separated into several regimes of different scale: (1) the meter-scale (m-scale) bulk fluid, (2) 

the millimeter-scale (mm-scale) vapor rich layer which separates bulk fluid and thin liquid 

film, (3) the micrometer-scale (µm-scale) thin liquid film, and (4) the nanometer-scale (nm-

scale) surface properties. The CHF is mainly determined by the hydrodynamics of µm-scale 

thin liquid film, while the nm-scale surface property can strongly impact the hydrodynamics 

by impacting the nucleation site density, triple contact line dynamics etc. Also, the m-scale 

bulk fluid can affect the thin liquid film hydrodynamics by inducing shear and droplet 

irrigation to the liquid film. The interactive relationships between different scales are 

illustrated in Figure 8.” (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 

 

Figure 8 Schematic of scale separation concept (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 
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“It is necessary to mention that the whole system should be in dynamic equilibrium state, but 

not steady state. The thin liquid film is constantly evaporating, and the bulk fluid 

continuously supplies the liquid film preventing burnout of the heating surface by “droplet 

irrigation”. One implication of the scale separation concept is that the heater surface and the 

extended liquid micro-layer on it operate autonomously, that is, without any significant 

influence of the external hydrodynamics. Subsequently, because the presence of the liquid 

pool is incidental, the burnout phenomenon can be studied independently by focusing on the 

micro-layer of the heater system alone.” (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 

Therefore, assuming that the scale separation concept holds true, insights into high heat flux 

pool boiling and the burnout phenomena could be gathered from observing thin film boiling 

in BETA-B. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

Computational ability has now reached a point where molecular dynamic models, direct 

numerical simulations (DNS) or mechanistic models of high heat flux boiling using mass, 

momentum and energy transport equations are possible. However, all the techniques require 

considerable computational time when solving for a real scenario. “The observations and 

derived mechanisms pertaining to collective behavior present new insights and challenges 

that are central to modeling of micro-hydrodynamics of liquid film evaporating at high heat 

fluxes (near CHF). The insights suggest the need for a new framework for modeling of 

boiling thermalhydraulics that must account for nucleation collective dynamics. (Dinh & Tu, 

2013) 
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Behavioral modeling, an approach that lies between using an empirical correlation and 

modeling by first principles, could be used to model collective behavior of bubbles and 

nucleation sites. It would provide a layer of abstraction over the actual two phase 

microhydrodynamics involved in computationally expensive models for CHF prediction. In 

it, the interaction processes between similar, self-serving agents/entities are used to model 

dynamic and non-linear behavior. The objective of research in this field is to develop such a 

model for high heat flux boiling with CHF prediction capability. 

Since BETA-B experiment captures bubble nucleation, growth and collapse in thin film 

boiling, optically from above the heater, with some optical data sets synchronized with 

thermal IR data, it provides a strong foundation for analysis of collective behavior.  

In this work, an assumption has been made that there is an underlying order to the seemingly 

stochastic nucleation processes, implying that for sustainable heat dissipation from the heater 

surface, the thermal needs of the heater-microlayer (thin liquid layer) system determine the 

location of the active nucleation sites on the surface and their individually fixed time periods 

between activation (idle time) at each heat flux. This assumption means that a thermally 

stable spatio-temporal nucleation pattern exists at each heat flux. 

The objectives of this thesis are: 

1. Extraction of bubble characteristics from BETA-B images: The challenges include 

bubble detection during seemingly chaotic bubble behavior in nucleate boiling. 

2. Statistical analysis of bubble characteristics: The statistical insights could be used for 

model parameter calibration and validation of computational fluid dynamics in the future. 
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3. Characterization of the spatio-temporal patterns of bubble nucleation with increasing heat 

flux 

4. Identify critical behavior in bubble/nucleation characteristics near CHF 

The extracted bubble nucleation and growth information and its analysis will provide 

invaluable fundamentals for modeling and simulations of heat and mass transfer in thin film 

boiling. 

1.5 Summary 

This chapter highlights the change in the understanding of high heat flux nucleate boiling 

leadig to CHF from a purely hydrodynamic, time and space averaged view to an 

asynchronous and dynamic process. The earlier view did not describe the true physical 

picture as seen in newer experiments. It resulted in decoupling the heater surface's thermal 

(by using constant wall temperature) and physical properties from the analysis. 

In the new view based on experiments that measure local and instantaneous temperature of 

the surface, the focus has been on microhydrodynamics of thin liquid film along with 

conjugate thermal analysis of the heater-substrate assembly. 

The new view was first observed in the BETA experiments. Void fraction measurement in 

the BETA-A experiment led to the establishment of Scale Separation phenomenon by 

Theofanous et al., which states that liquid-film boiling performed with liquid supply on the 

side of a heater should exhibit similar behavior as in pool boiling experiments on the same 

heater. 

The BETA-B experiment visually observed the microhydrodynamics of thin liquid film 
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boiling under high heat fluxes. It was observed that higher NSD resulted in higher CHF if all 

other properties were same. This directly opposed the previous time and space averaged 

understanding of CHF. The CHF-NSD trend was attributed to the collective behavior of 

bubbles which could be seen in bubble boundary interactions. Different types of bubble 

boundary interactions occurred due to asynchronous activation of neighboring nucleation 

sites resulting in constraining the size of bubbles.  

Observations also suggested that burnout occurred under long lasting bubbles which in turn 

were created when nucleation occurred at very high superheat, a situation that occurred when 

there was frequent nucleation in the neighborhood. This could also be attributed to collective 

behavior. Thus, visual analysis of collective behavior in the BETA-B data could result in the 

prediction of CHF. 

The research objective is development of a new behavioral model of high heat flux boiling 

based on collective behavior of identical self-serving agents (bubbles). The model should 

have CHF predictive capability. 

The objective of this thesis is to aid the development of a behavioral model by: 

1. Extracting bubble characteristics from BETA-B data 

2. Providing statistical insights into bubble nucleation and growth  

3. Characterizing the spatio-temporal nucleation pattern, assuming such a pattern exists 

4. Identifying critical behavior in bubble/nucleation characteristics near CHF 
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2 BETA-B EXPERIMENT: DESCRIPTION AND DATA 

 

The objective of this chapter is to describe the BETA-B experimental setup that was used to 

capture high speed optical video of high heat flux thin film boiling. Notable features of the 

data are highlighted. The challenges associated with bubble behavior data extraction and 

methods of subsequent analysis are explained.  

The BETA-B experiment is a “follow-up of a suggestion made by Theofanous et al (2002) 

that high heat flux pool boiling can be beneficially observed in a thin-film geometry. The 

basis for this suggestion is the scales separation phenomenon discovered in earlier work 

(with Configuration A), and the benefit is that in Configuration B geometry one has direct 

visual access to the micro-hydrodynamics that constitute the key physics of burnout. More 

specifically the suggestion made was that the heater is covered by an extended microlayer, 

and that burnout is far from being hydrodynamically limited, in contradiction to an idea 

(Kutateladze, 1948) and a theory (Zuber, 1958) that apparently had received universal 

acceptance (in their original, and various modified versions).” (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

The CHF values reported in BETA-B exceed the CHF determined by Kutateladze’s 

correlation by up to 160%. 

2.1 Description 

“The test section employs Ohmic heating of sub-μm Ti films deposited on 130μm glass 

substrates over a square 6.5mm on the side as shown in Figure 9. The coolant is supplied by 

injecting pre-heated saturated water (HPLC grade) through a thermally insulated, vibrating 

stainless steel needle on one side of the heater. Any excess amounts are allowed to freely 
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leave the heater on the other side. It is emphasized that this is not spray cooling, and that 

special adjustments were made to achieve a uniform thin film and a minimal excess. 

 

Figure 9 Schematic of the BETA experiment in two configurations (Theofanous, et al., 2002) 

Typical BETA-B heater surfaces are shown in Figure 10. Boiling tests were performed on 15 

heaters, resulting in a range of CHF, which exceeded 2 MW/m2 in several tests and the 

maximum of 2.9 MW/m2 was reached. The new experimental data were acquired by means 

of high-speed photographic imaging and high-speed infrared thermometry. Based on data 

from video recording of the thin film dynamics and infrared imaging of the heater thermal 

pattern in both film and pool boiling, new insights into the physics of high heat-flux boiling 

were obtained. Visualization records (1s duration) were obtained in selected runs (mostly at 

conditions expected to be near burnout), after a short wait to reach steady state at the new 

power level.” (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 
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In BETA-B the heater is on top in the heater-substrate assembly and that provides 2 

advantages: 

1. Optical video from top was not affected by the thermal inertia of the heater-substrate 

assembly unlike the IR data captured from bottom. 

2. Burnout could be seen at exactly at CHF. 

 

Figure 10 SEM images (50000x magnification) of heaters well-aged by pulse heating over a long period (12 

hours) at 200°C. The time-to-burnout from the heater installation in to test section was 36-48 hours. The 

measured CHF in well-aged heaters were 2.0-3.0 MW/m2 (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

2.2 Data 

Our focus is on optical video recording in Ti36SB test runs in Configuration B where 

dynamics of bubble growth in the liquid film. It is noted that burnout on Ti36SB heater 

occurred during run #7 resulting in a CHF of 1892 kW/m2. 

Bubble thermal footprints and fluid behaviors were captured by IR and video cameras, both 

at 10 kHz. Figure 11 shows video and IR images for two time moments in a near-CHF run. 

“It can be seen from synchronized sequences that the bubbles correspond to the dark spots in 
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the IR image. However, the size of the dark spots is smaller than that of the bubble base. The 

dark spots stay longer than the bubbles due to the heater assembly’s thermal inertia.” (Dinh 

& Tu, 2007) 

 

Figure 11 Synchronized sequence of video and IR images for Run Ti30SA_II04, 1500 kW/m2. The IR image 

(right column) shows dark (low temperature) spots as footprints of bubbles (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

2.2.1 Features of Interacting Bubbles in visual data of Ti36SB 

The typical images obtained by the top-view video camera are shown in Figure 12. It can be 

seen that bubbles nucleate and grow in the liquid film, with a thin liquid layer in the bubble’s 

base and a thicker liquid ring at the bubble’s edge. The bubble base dynamics is observed 

through a (dark) ring of the liquid film that experiences thickening and dam-breaking 

regimes. The dark rings exhibit bubble’s liquid dam as they expand and break in the liquid 

film. The video images suggest that the wall liquid film is a 100μm thick.  
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Figure 12 The BETA-B video image of an evaporating liquid film at a high heat-flux. Time interval between 

consecutive images ~0.09 ms (Ti36SB07, 1893 kW/m2). (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

“The bubble identified by the red ring has a life time of about 1ms (12-13 consecutive 

frames, started in the 2nd frame on row 1, and ended on the 5th frame on row 3). The 

maximum diameter of the bubble base reached 1.5mm. While some bubbles were observed 

to reach a larger size (2mm diameter), a dominant fraction shows smaller diameter, typically 

in the range 0.5 -1mm. The bubble life time, from nucleation to collapse, is 1-2ms. Figure 12 

also shows that bubbles growth interferes with each other. Neighboring bubbles can coalesce 

into one.” (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 
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Figure 13 A close-up view of the bubble collapse and liquid return to the bubble base. Time interval between 

consecutive images 0.18 ms (Ti36SB07, 1893 kW/m2). The thickness of the liquid layer is estimated to be more 

than 100 μm (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

“Figure 13 (blue ring, #1) shows the moment of bubble collapse (frame 1), and return of the 

liquid into the bubble base area (frames 2-3). One can see that growth of neighboring bubbles 

facilitate the liquid film spreading toward in the base of the collapsed bubble. The liquid 

return velocity is in the range of 2-4m/s. Figure 15 (red ring, #2) shows a “stubborn” bubble 

(100-150μm), which resists liquid recovery. Such bubbles were observed to persist for a 

relatively long period (3-4 ms) until being washed away by bubbles nucleated in the vicinity; 

as shown in Figure 14” (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 
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Figure 14 Nucleation of a bubble in the vicinity helps to remove the “stubborn” bubble. Time interval between 

consecutive images 0.09ms (Ti36SB07, 1893 kW/m2). (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 

2.3 Image Processing Challenges 

1. BETA-B images reveal the dynamics of the bubble nucleation, growth and collapse 

cycle. For each run of the BETA-B test, surface images of a small heater element 

(6.51mm*6.51mm) are captured using a high speed (10,000 fps) video camera for a 

duration of 1s, resulting in about 10,000 still grayscale image frames. The resolution of 

the video is 256*288 pixels. Assuming that there are 5 bubbles in each frame, manual 

processing would involve tracing the boundaries of approximately 50000 bubbles in each 

BETA-B run. While possible, manual processing of the enormous number of images is 

impractical. Therefore, image processing should be autonomous. 
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2. The high speed image sequence shows that the growth of bubbles is prone to interference 

by its neighbors. Neighboring bubbles can coalesce into a single bubble. It can also be 

seen that all bubbles are not circular and that the pictures are noisy. Notably, bubble 

collective dynamics appears chaotic and complex and therefore represent a challenging 

image processing and object tracking problem. The code should be robust enough to 

compensate for the loss of accuracy due to autonomous bubble detection (false positives 

and false negatives) and missed bubble progressions during a bubble’s evolution.  

2.4 Methods for Data Analysis 

Analysis of bubble characteristics is divided into two sections: 

1. Primary analysis: This is the statistical analysis of nucleation and bubble growth 

characteristics. The bubble’s location is irrelevant to the analysis, therefore the results are 

implicitly spatially averaged. This method avoids the uncertainty due to heavy post 

processing and can be used to validate CFD and other pool boiling models, under the 

scale separation assumption. It should, however, be noted that most pool boiling literature 

contains observations under low heat flux conditions.  

The following bubble parameters will be analyzed as part of primary analysis: 

a) Maximum bubble base diameter b) Residence time of bubbles c) Nucleation site   

density d) Nucleation rate e) Minimum neighbor distance f) Bubble expansion velocity 

2. Secondary analysis: Assuming that a spatio-temporal nucleation pattern exists, spatial 

analysis will result in the identification of high frequency nucleation site cluster whose 

bubbles constitute the pattern while temporal analysis will determine the recurring time 

difference between activation of neighboring cluster sites. Spatio-temporal pattern 
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characterization will involve assessment of the change in distance between cluster sites 

along with their temporal activation characteristics with heat flux. This requires heavy 

post processing of the extracted bubble data.  

Both analysis methods assist the search for critical behavior near CHF. Critical behavior 

could be identified through outliers in statistical data or by discovering a critical distance 

between high frequency nucleation sites. 

2.5 Summary 

The BETA-B experiment observes the boiling of a 100μm thick thin liquid film over a 

horizontal heater subjected to constant heat flux. Saturated water was injected over the entire 

heater area to maintain uniform thickness. The CHF reported in BETA-B exceeded that 

determined by Kutateladze's equation by 160%, highlighting the effect of surface ageing. 

The bubble base dynamics is observed through a (dark) ring of the liquid film that 

experiences thickening and dam-breaking regimes. High speed video reveals bubble 

interactions and occasional bubble coalescence. The key observation is ‘expansion of bubble 

(base) is constrained by the presence and growth of neighboring bubbles’. 

Typical data observed is as follows: 

1. Bubble base diameter: 0.5-1mm 

2. Residence time: 1-2ms 

3. Liquid return velocity (after ‘dam break’): 2-4m/s 
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3 IMAGE PROCESSING 

This chapter contains the detailed description of the method used for autonomous image 

processing and data extraction.  

3.1 Algorithm 

The image processing algorithm consists of following steps: 

1. Image segmentation to separate objects and remove noise. 

2. Use of a neural network to identify bubbles in each frame 

3. Tracking of individual bubble progressions through a bubble’s residence time 

These steps are explained in the following sections. 

3.2 Image Segmentation 

Figure 15 shows an input image (L) and the required output image after segmentation (R). 

The result is a binary image with separate objects. The central numbers in red are the object 

numbers. All operations in the segmentation step are based on Figure 15 (L). 

 

Figure 15 Original BETA-B image (L) and binary image (R) obtained after Step 1: Segmentation 

Original image Binary image with separate objects
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Figure 16 shows the work flow of image processing for each grayscale image. A description 

of each box is provided. 

 

Figure 16 Image segmentation 

3.2.1 Thresholding: Grayscale - Binary Conversion 

Input images, e.g. Figure 15(L), were too noisy (due to light reflections and shadows in the 

liquid layer) for simple global thresholding of the grayscale image. Noise removal operations 

were performed as a pre-thresholding image enhancement step. 

3.2.1.1 Pre-thresholding Image Enhancement 

Reconstruction based morphological opening-closing operations were performed to reduce 

noise and unnecessary detail, remove small blemishes within bubbles and to enhance edges. 

The details are described in the Appendix. Figure 17 highlights the difference between 

normal (L) and reconstruction based (R) opening and closing operations. 
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Figure 17 Opening-closing with (R) and without (L) morphological reconstruction 

After small objects (< 25 pixels) are removed and the image borders are cleaned, the image is 

ready for a global threshold operation.  

3.2.1.2 Otsu’s Global Thresholding 

Figure 18 (L) shows a globally thresholded image using Otsu’s algorithm. This is a clustering 

based thresholding technique. It assumes a bimodal histogram and chooses a threshold to 

minimize the intraclass variance of the foreground and background pixels. This in turn 

maximizes the inter class variance and thus produces a binary image from a grayscale image. 

It is described in the Appendix. 

Global thresholding is the primary source of error in the overall operation of the image 

processing and the neural network code. 
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3.2.2 Marker Based Watershed Segmentation 

 

Figure 18 Before (L) and after (R) watershed segmentation 

As seen in Figure 18 (L), we have a binary image that has incorrectly connected objects due 

to noise and selection of a global threshold level. Those slender connections need to be 

severed to identify individual bubbles. An advanced image processing technique called 

watershed segmentation is used to sever such erroneous connections. Overlaying the 

foreground markers before watershed segmentation prevents oversegmentation and results in 

Figure 15 (R). Figure 19 shows the entire series of operations in the image segmentation step. 

 

Figure 19 Image processing from start to end. Input image (L), reconstructed image (C L), thresholded image 

(C R), after marker based watershed segmentation (R) 
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3.3 Neural Networks for Bubble Identification 

A multi-layer perceptron neural network is used for detecting bubble progressions in every 

image frame. Even though the bubble progressions are vaguely circular, this is a challenging 

task because bubble shapes are highly irregular, the images are noisy, global thresholding is 

not accurate and the object separation procedure introduces errors. A detailed description of 

neural networks is attached in the Appendix. 

3.3.1 Neural Network Architecture 

The neural network used in this application is a three layered perceptron shown in Figure 20. 

The 3 hidden layers have 10 neurons each and use tansig (hyperbolic tangent sigmoid) 

transfer function. The output layer uses a single neuron with a linear transfer function. 

 

Figure 20 Used neural network architecture 

3.3.2 Neural Network Input Vectors 

After image processing, the following properties are calculated for each object and are 

provided to the provided to the neural network for training and subsequent decision making. 

1. Area:  Actual number of pixels in the region. 

2. Average radius: Average distance of each boundary pixel from the object centroid.  
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3. Circularity: The measure of the circular nature of an object. The closer it approaches 1, 

the more is the object’s resemblance to a circle. It has been empirically determined that 

objects with circularity greater than 3.5 are definitely not circular. 

𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2

(4 ∗ 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎)
 

4. EquivDiameter: Diameter of a circle with the same area as the region 

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  (4 ∗
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑝𝑖
)

1
2
 

5. Perimeter: The distance around the boundary of the region 

6. Eccentricity: It is the ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse that has the same 

second-moments as the region and its major axis length. It’s value is between 0 and 1. 

3.3.3 Neural Network Training 

In order for neural networks to recognize predefined object, their weights and biases are 

adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads to a specific target output. The Figure 21 

(L) below illustrates such a situation. In our case (R), supervised learning using Levenberg-

Marquadt algorithm over a training set that consisted of 200 frames of object areas, averaged 

radii, circularity, eccentricity, equivalent diameters, perimeters as net inputs vectors and 

manually identified bubbles as targets, was performed. Faster convergence during training 

was achieved through reduction of the neural network’s decision space by removing objects 

that were definitely not bubbles (Circularity > 3.5). 
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Figure 21 Neural network training (L) (Hagan, et al., 2002) and our case (R) 

As a result, the trained network correctly identifies the bubbles among objects in unseen 

binary images as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 Trained neural net in action 
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3.3.4 Neural Network Output Vector 

1. Z: 1 denotes a circular object. 0 denotes not a circular object. 

3.3.5 Forward Relaxation 

In order to extract a bubble’s characteristics correctly, all of its progressions need to be detected 

individually. E.g. At 10000fps, a bubble having a residence time of 1ms will have to be 

detected in 10 consecutive frames at the same location. However, the neural net might not 

detect all its progressions, causing many statistical errors. This problem is solved by 

introducing Forward Relaxation mechanism, due to which, a bubble only needs to be detected 

once during its life span. After initial detection, it can be tracked as long as it meets an 

empirically determined relaxation criteria. The criteria is that the object stays strictly circular 

(circularity < 2.5) and its center does not shift by more than 0.8 times bubble’s radius in the 

previous frame. However, the data in the frames which occurred before the initial detection 

event will be lost. Also, the relaxation process introduces uncertainty in the bubble collapse 

data. 

As a future improvement in bubble detection, the input feature vector should include the 

distance of object centers in current frame from the nearest bubble locations in previous frame. 

3.4 Tracking 

Now that we have binary images with objects classified as bubbles and non-bubbles, we 

begin the process of tracking the evolution of bubbles. In Figure 23, the process of forward 

relaxation and tracking are described objectively. After tracking, bubble specific properties 

like maximum base area, residence time and expansion velocity are calculated.  
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Figure 23 Bubble tracking flowchart 
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Tracking is implemented by assigning two connectivity parameters: Forward connectivity 

and Reverse connectivity. After identifying bubbles in the current frame, links between their 

progressions in neighboring frames were established using the distance between their 

centroids. These connections are responsible for ‘sewing’ the temporally spread bubble 

pieces together. 

1 Forward connectivity: If the number of bubbles in the current frame is less than that in 

the successive frame then the current frame is assigned a forward connectivity column. 

This column contains the index number of the corresponding bubble in the next frame 

2 Reverse connectivity: If the number of bubbles in the current frame is greater than that in 

the successive frame then the successive frame is assigned a reverse connectivity column. 

This column contains the index number of the corresponding bubble in the current frame. 

Other parameters used for tracking are: 

3. Evolution: This parameter sets a flag (Evolution = 1) for all progressions of a previously 

nucleated bubble. 

4. Frame: The frame flag is active during all instances of a bubble’s evolution. It denotes the 

current frame number. This is a built in redundancy feature to assist in data verification. 

5. End Frame: This parameter shows the ‘last detected in’ frame number in the frame in 

which the bubble is first detected. It has no significance for non-bubbles and for other 

instances within a bubble’s evolution.  
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Sometimes bubbles are first tracked during their collapse stage. This can cause errors in 

expansion velocity and residence time statistics. To avoid considering those bubbles an 

additional flag is used.  

6.  Expansion: This flag denotes whether a newly detected bubble is expanding in the 

successive frame or not. 

An example consisting of automatic bubble identification and tracking across an image 

sequence is provided in the Appendix. 

3.5 Quantification of bubble detection accuracy 

Contiguous frames of data with bubbles marked in red are shown below. The neural 

network’s correctly identified bubble count (without False Positives) is in the numerator and 

manually inspected bubble count is in the denominator. The accuracy of the neural net with 

relaxation code is 78%. False Negatives (FN) are a problem since they cause loss of bubble 

evolution data during tracking. However, in most frames FN occur at the heater periphery. 

The effect of False Positives (FP) on bubble characteristics has been considerably reduced by 

considering only those bubbles that existed in 2 or more frames and were expanding at the 

time of initial detection. This implies that the data extracted from the heater center is 

consistent and with few errors.  
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Set 1: Frame 313-320, Ti36Sb run at 1504kW/m2 

 

Figure 24 Frames 313-314 

Bubbles identified: 3/5; 2 FN  Bubbles identified: 5/6; 1 FN 

 

Figure 25 Frames 315-316 

Bubbles identified: 6/8; 2 FP, 2FN  Bubbles identified: 7/8; 1 FP, 1FN 
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Figure 26 Frames 317-318 

Bubbles identified: 7/8; 3 FP, 1FN  Bubbles identified: 6/9; 3FP, 3FN

 

Figure 27 Frames 319-320 

Bubbles identified: 6/7; 1 FN  Bubbles identified: 3/4; 1 FP, 1FN 

Overall Set Accuracy: 78% Accuracy 
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3.6 Sources of Errors 

Image processing is prone to errors caused by image noise in the following areas: 

3.6.1 Grayscale to Binary Thresholding 

Since the average thresholding level is calculated on the global image intensity, loss of 

information is common where the intensity gradient is not large. Local adaptive thresholding 

can improve the image processing accuracy immensely and should be used in future work. It 

is further discussed in the Appendix. 

3.6.2 Watershed Segmentation 

After global thresholding the image contains a lot of small holes (<10 pixels) within 

incorrectly connected solid objects. The holes are regions through which objects are 

separated when viewing through the naked eye. Watershed segmentation is a technique used 

to break such conjoined objects along the holes. However, errors creep in when such holes 

are due to noise. This results in the segmentation algorithm breaking a bubble into two non-

bubble objects. 

3.6.3 Neural Network Bubble Identification 

The neural net can make false negative decisions every now and then resulting in loss of 

information. Using a larger training set will result in better detection accuracy. It is further 

discussed in the Appendix. However, in the present code, this is not a major source of error. 
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3.7 Summary 

This chapter explains the image processing code which was developed to autonomously 

identify bubbles and extract their characteristics such as maximum area and residence time 

from BETA-B’s high speed videos. 

The grayscale input images are denoised using reconstruction based morphological 

operations, converted to binary using Otsu's global thresholding algorithm and then 

segmented using marker based watershed segmentation algorithm. This results in a binary 

image with separate objects. Object properties such as area, perimeter, average radius and 

circularity are subsequently calculated. 

The binary image with separate objects is given to a trained multilayer perceptron neural 

network for bubble identification. The neural net consists of 3 hidden layers of 10 neurons 

each with 'tansig' transfer function and 1 output neuron with 'linear' transfer function. 

Supervised training of the neural net with 200 frames (20ms) of data containing manually 

identified bubbles using the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm had been performed previously. 

For each bubble, all its progressions need to be individually identified by the neural net. 

Sometimes, due to noise or irregular bubble shape, the neural net does not identify the object 

as a bubble and the chain is broken. To prevent this, a code relaxes the net's decisions based 

on an empirically determined criteria. 70-80% of the bubbles are identified per frame. 

After the bubbles have been identified in each frame, they are tracked through time. This is 

done by comparing the location of circular objects in the neighboring frames. After tracking, 

bubble specific properties like maximum base area, residence time and expansion velocity 

are calculated.  
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4 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

This chapter contains the results of processing 622 frames or 62.2ms of high speed video of 

HPLC grade water boiling on the same surface at increasing heat fluxes, 836 kW/m2, 1118 

kW/m2, 1504kW/m2 and 1893 kW/m2. The data represents Runs 4,5,6,7 of the Ti36SB data 

set of the BETA-B experiment. 

4.1 Primary Analysis 

Statistical distributions of bubble/nucleation site characteristics constitute primary data. This 

method is prone to errors caused by spatial averaging of nucleation characteristics. E.g. 

nucleation site density and nucleation rate are extrapolated to m-2. 

4.1.1 Active Nucleation Site Density (NSD) 

Active NSD is the number of bubbles detected in each frame extrapolated to m-2 as shown in 

Figure 28. 

 
 

Figure 28 Active NSD = 3 (assuming area = 1m2) 
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Figure 29 Distribution of active NSD – lower heat fluxes, 621 samples each 

 

Figure 30 Distribution of active NSD - higher heat fluxes, 621 samples each 
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Figure 31 Mean and mode of active NSD at all fluxes 

Observation 4.1: Active NSD increases with heat flux as shown by the rightward shift of the 

histograms. 1504kW/m2 is an exception to the trend. 

To resolve the 1504 kW/m2 exception, a central window – 1.9 x 3.7mm2 is considered 

(Figure 32, Figure 33 & Figure 34) on the heater. We see, below, that active NSD increases 

with heat flux without exception in the central window but increase over 1118kW/m2 is 

modest. We also notice that the active NSD in the central window is 1.5-2 times the active 

NSD over the entire area at all fluxes. This means that there are more bubbles nucleating near 

the center of the heater. 
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Figure 32 Distribution of active NSD in Central Window (1.9 x 3.7mm2) - lower heat fluxes, 621 samples each 

 

Figure 33 Distribution of active NSD in Central Window (1.9 x 3.7mm2) - higher heat fluxes, 621 samples each 
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Figure 34 Mean & mode of active NSD in Central Window (1.9x3.7mm2) at all heat fluxes 

Manual verification of the above observations has not been performed yet. It is probable that 

the reason for 1504kW/m2 exception and high central NSD at all fluxes is better bubble 

detection accuracy near the heater center. 

4.1.2 Minimum Nucleation Distance 

Minimum nucleation distance is the center to center distance between a newly nucleated 

bubble and its nearest neighbor as shown in Figure 35. 

 
 

Figure 35 d = Minimum nucleation distance 
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Figure 36 Distribution of min. nucleation distance - lower heat fluxes, 203 & 292 samples respectively 

 

Figure 37 Distribution of min. nucleation distance - higher heat fluxes, 319 & 488 samples respectively 

Observation 4.2: Minimum nucleation distance reduces with heat flux. 1504 kW/m2 is an 

exception here as well. 
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Possible reasons for 1504 kW/m2 exception: 

1. Several instances of only a single bubble being present over the entire heater area due 

to lesser residence time of bubbles 

2. Slight increment in the total number of nucleation events over 1118kW/m2. 

3. Less number of samples to correctly identify the trend  

4.1.3 Nucleation Rate 

Nucleation rate is the number of new bubbles nucleated per millisecond (m-2ms-1) on the 

heater’s surface. Since 62ms of data is analyzed, the sample space consists of 62 data points. 

 

Figure 38 Distribution of bubble nucleation rate - lower heat fluxes 
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Figure 39 Distribution of bubble nucleation rate - higher heat fluxes 

Observation 4.3: Nucleation rate increases with heat flux. A large jump is observed at CHF 

as is indicated by the large rightward shift of the 1893kW/m2 histogram. 

Observation 4.4: 1504 kW/m2 is not an exception here. 

The increase in mean nucleation rate is modest suggesting that only slightly more number of 

bubbles are being created at 1504kW/m2 as compared to 1118kW/m2. Since, 1504kW/m2 is 

an exception in the active NSD trends, the spatially averaged bubble residence time at 

1118kW/m2 must be higher than that at 1504kW/m2 and is shown in the next section. 
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4.1.4 Residence Time (tres) 

Residence time is the time between when the bubble was first detected and the last time of its 

detection as shown in Figure 40. 

 
 

Figure 40 Progression of bubble area in sequential frame used to determine bubble residence time 

 

Figure 41 Distribution of bubble residence time - lower heat fluxes, 220 & 301 samples respectively 
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Figure 42 Distribution of bubble residence time - higher heat fluxes, 326 & 490 samples respectively 

Observation 4.5: Within the limits of uncertainty in data, mean residence time of bubbles 

remains same with increasing heat flux.  

As noted in Observation 4.4, bubbles seem to last longer at 1118kW/m2 than at any other 

heat flux. The reason is not know yet. 

Note that, in pool boiling, bubble residence time reduces with heat flux. 
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4.1.5 Maximum Bubble Area 

Maximum bubble area is the maximum area reached by the bubble during its evolution. 

 

Figure 43 Distribution of max bubble area - lower heat fluxes, 220 & 301 samples respectively 

 

Figure 44 Distribution of max bubble area - higher heat fluxes, 326 & 490 samples respectively 
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Observation 4.6: Maximum bubble area increases slightly with heat flux as seen in the 

rightward shift of the histograms. 

Note that the bubble departure diameter in pool boiling decreases with heat flux. 

4.1.6 Area Expansion Velocity 

Area expansion velocity (EV) is defined as the ratio of maximum bubble area to the time 

taken to reach it (tmax area). In most cases, bubbles are tracked until they reach their maximum 

area (tmax area = tres), due to the chaotic nature of collapse being hard to capture autonomously. 

In some instances, the collapse process of the bubble is identified and here tmax area < tres. 

 

Figure 45 Distribution of bubble area expansion velocity - lower heat fluxes, 220 & 301 samples respectively 
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Figure 46 Distribution of bubble area expansion velocity - higher heat fluxes, 326 & 490 samples respectively 

Observation 4.7: The area expansion velocity increases with heat flux. 

The increase in expansion velocity with heat flux can be explained by assuming quasi-

equilibrium evaporation (injected liquid temperature = Tsat) process at the heater surface as 

shown in Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47 Stages of bubble expansion in thin film boiling (Dinh & Tu, 2007) 
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𝑗 =
𝑞′′

𝐻𝐿𝑉
 

Where j is the vapor mass flux, q’’ is the heat flux and HLV is the latent heat of vaporization. 

Since more vapor mass flux needs to be created at higher heat fluxes, the bubble base area 

expands faster. In reality, the evaporation process is non equilibrium but the vapor mass flux 

is still directly proportional to heat flux. 

It appears that with increasing heat fluxes bubbles reside longer after attaining maximum 

bubble area since average tres and average maximum bubble area do not change significantly. 

The area expansion velocity is averaged over the bubble’s expansion time. It does not reflect 

the instantaneous motion of its boundary which is shown below. 

4.1.7 Average Instantaneous Expansion Velocity 

Consider 2 bubbles nucleated anywhere on the heater not necessarily simultaneously. The 

first bubble expands for 0.5ms and the second expands for 0.8ms. For each bubble:  

Instantaneous EVs at 0.3ms, EV1 and EV2 = (Area at 0.4ms – Area at 0.3ms) / 0.1ms and 

average instantaneous EV at 0.3ms = (EV1 + EV2) / 2 

In the above example, the average instantaneous EV at 0.5ms and above will only consider 

the instantaneous EV of the bubble that expanded till 0.8ms i.e. the number of observed 

instantaneous velocities decreases progressively. Figure 48 shows the average instantaneous 

EV trend with for different heat fluxes. The numbers on the graph indicate the number of 

bubbles contributing to that average instantaneous EV. 
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Figure 48 Increasing average instantaneous expansion velocity at different heat fluxes 

Observation 4.8: In general, the bubble bases expand in an accelerating manner with time 

Here, only those bubbles are considered which have an area less than 0.06mm2 (diameter = 

0.27mm) at the time of initial detection. This is a new finding and has not been found in 

literature. 

Based on accelerating expansion of bubbles, a probable explanation is that the region 

surrounding the nucleation sites is hotter than the site. The BETA experiments confirmed that 

regions surrounding nucleation sites is hotter than the sites using high resolution IR imaging 

techniques. (Liu & Dinh, 2015) 

4.2 Secondary Analysis 

In this work, bubble nucleation and growth data has only been spatially analyzed to identify 

the cluster of high frequency nucleation sites that establish the spatio-temporal nucleation 

pattern at each heat flux. Using additional processing, site averaged characteristics of bubbles 
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nucleated from sites constituting the cluster or in-pattern bubbles are compared with out-of-

pattern bubbles’ characteristics in the search for critical behavior near CHF. 

4.2.1 Identification of High Frequency Nucleation Site Cluster 

Analysis of spatial distribution of bubbles or accumulative NSD reveals local regions of high 

nucleation activity on the heater surface as shown in Figure 49. The centers of bubbles at 

initial detection are denoted by a red dot that marks a nucleation site. Several dots were 

observed in ‘close proximity’ to each other, marking a nucleation site with high nucleation 

activity. It was experimentally found that dividing the entire heater surface into square 

elements 7x7 pixels in size, encapsulated the maximum number of proximal red dots at each 

heat flux while keeping the element area (0.028mm2) to a minimum. Therefore, a nucleation 

site is denoted by a square element for convenience. 

As an aside, the proximal red dots do not overlap because of the following: 

1. Pinching: According to the current understanding of nucleation, once a bubble departs 

(pool boiling) or collapses (film boiling), remnants of vapor are ‘pinched off’ at the 

heater surface. The pinching could occur stochastically at any nucleation site present 

under the expanded bubble. That remnant vapor reduces the nucleation energy barrier at 

the site and makes subsequent nucleation easier. The probability of pinching is high at 

regions that have been exposed to vapor for a longer time i.e. regions close to the 

nucleation site. 

2. The uncertainty in image processing: If the initial bubble shape is not captured in its 

entirety, then the calculated center can vary slightly. 
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4.2.1.1 Accumulative Nucleation Site Density (NSD) 

Accumulative NSD signifies the total number of nucleation events over the entire heater 

surface in the time duration under consideration (62ms). Nucleation sites are classified based 

on nucleation frequency: 

Regular Nucleation Site (RNS): A 7x7 pixel square element containing more than one red 

dot which implies that the site had multiple nucleation events within 62ms. All RNS are part 

of high nucleation frequency cluster constituting the nucleation pattern. Bubbles nucleated at 

these sites are called regular bubbles. 

Irregular Nucleation Site (INS): A 7x7 pixel square element that contains only one red dot 

which implies that the site had only one nucleation event within 62ms. Bubbles nucleated at 

these sites are called irregular bubbles. 
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Figure 49 Variation in distribution of accumulative NSD with heat flux 

The color of the square element shows the number of red dots contained within it or the 

nucleation site’s frequency. It can be read by using the color bar. 

The legend indicates the total number of bubble observations (samples or red dots) and 

accumulative NSD (m-2) based on total number of bubbles detected in 62ms.  

Nucleation statistics at different heat fluxes are shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50 Nucleation statistics 

Observation 4.9: a) Surface averaged nucleation frequency i.e. ratio of number of regular 

bubbles (Gray line) to the number of RNS (Orange line) increases with heat flux. No fixed 

trend can be observed for the bubbles nucleated at INS.  

b) Preliminary analysis of RNS present at all fluxes, shows that for a fixed site, the 

nucleation frequency either increases or stays the same with increasing flux.  

c) The site with the maximum nucleation events changes with heat flux. 

Observation 4.10: In the central region and at all fluxes, large areas where nucleation does 

not take place at all are present near regions of high nucleation activity. 

Upon further investigation it was found that during the observation period of 62ms, regions 

with no nucleation were covered with vapor from neighboring bubbles as shown in Figure 51 

for 1504kW/m2. In the bubble footprint (L), the color white represents the accumulative 
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vapor fraction within the 62ms period i.e. whiter regions have been covered with vapor more 

frequently. 

 

Figure 51 Vapor coverage (L) through nucleation (R) in neighborhood at 1504kW/m2 

Observation 4.11: Frequent vapor coverage from neighboring bubbles inhibits nucleation 

Observation 4.11 suggests that regular bubbles inhibit the occurrence of irregular bubbles in 

their neighborhood. It appears that nucleation in INS occurs when the spatiotemporal 

nucleation pattern is disrupted. Such disruptions could occur due to slight spatial variations in 

the location of cluster sites caused due to ‘pinching’ or temporal pattern variations due to 

delay in nucleation of the order of 0.1ms.  These disruptions force the heater-microlayer 

system to nucleate out-of-pattern irregular bubbles at INS. 

4.2.2 Spatial Analysis of Pattern 

In this section, the differences between the site averaged bubble characteristics such as 

maximum diameter (DMAX), residence time (tres) and area expansion velocity of in-pattern 

(regular) and out-of-pattern (irregular) bubbles are analyzed. This might help in identifying 
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critical behavior near CHF. Site averaged idle time (tidle), a RNS characteristic, is also 

analyzed. 

*In the following visualizations, the word ‘mean’ is used to denote surface averaged values. 

4.2.2.1 Maximum Diameter (DMax) 

The color bar indicates the site averaged maximum diameter.  

4.2.2.1.1 Spatial distribution of bubble DMAX at INS (DMAX,Irr) 

 
Figure 52 Variation in distribution of bubble DMAX at irregular sites with heat flux 
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4.2.2.1.2 Spatial distribution of site averaged bubble DMAX at RNS (DMAX,Reg) 

 
Figure 53 Variation in distribution of site averaged bubble DMAX at regular sites with heat flux 

As expected, both mean DMAX,Reg and mean DMAX,Irr increase with flux. 

Observation 4.12: In preliminary analysis of regular sites present at all heat fluxes, the site 

averaged DMAX,Reg first increased and then decreased with increasing flux. No consistent 

relation could be found between site averaged DMAX and site nucleation frequency. 

Observation 4.13: At all fluxes, irregular bubbles are generally smaller than regular 

bubbles, mean DMAX,IRR < mean DMAX,REG by approximately 0.1mm.  
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Considering the uncertainty in image processing and the small difference in the mean values, 

not much significance is attributed to this observation. However, this type of information 

gives credibility to the disruptive nature of irregular bubbles by confirming that in-pattern 

regular bubbles are larger and therefore better at removing heat. 

4.2.2.2 Residence Time (tres) 

The color bar indicates the site averaged residence time. 

4.2.2.2.1 Spatial distribution of bubble tres at INS (tres,Irr) 

 
Figure 54 Variation in distribution of bubble tres at irregular sites with heat flux 
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4.2.2.2.2 Spatial distribution of site averaged bubble tres at RNS (tres,Reg) 

 
Figure 55 Variation in the distribution of site averaged bubble tres at regular sites with heat flux 

Mean tres,Reg reduced by 0.1ms at high heat fluxes and mean tres,Irr does not change 

appreciably with heat flux.  

At 836kW/m2 the high value of mean tres,reg is due to an image processing aberration. 

Observation 4.14: At all heat fluxes, irregular bubbles have lesser residence time compared 

to regular bubbles, mean tres,Irr < mean tres,Reg. The difference is of the order of 0.1ms. 
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Again, given the uncertainty, this small difference is ignored. However, this suggests that 

irregular bubbles are incidental and the incident likely leads to a local temperature spike 

responsible for their nucleation. 

Observation 4.15: Sites that have large site averaged bubble residence times are spatially 

isolated at each heat flux. 

4.2.2.3 Idle Time (tidle) 

The color bar indicates the site averaged idle time. 

 
Figure 56 Variation in the distribution of site averaged tidle at regular sites with heat flux 
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Observation 4.16: Mean tidle reduces linearly with increasing heat flux and site averaged tidle 

reduces as site frequency increases. 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
1

𝑡𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒+𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠
 

Further investigation revealed that the majority of the idle times are close to the site averaged 

tidle while others show wide variation. Site averaging of bubble characteristics assumes 

temporal and thermal uniformity at the site which is an outcome of a stable spatio temporal 

pattern. Wide variations in idle times makes this process questionable since it indicates 

different thermal conditions at the time of nucleation. Possible explanation for these 

variations include: 

1. Irregular nucleation in neighborhood, disturbing the vapor cover of the regular site. 

2. Area element not covering all proximal red dots as described in Point 6 in Section 4.3 

3.  Re-detection of the same bubble as described in Point 4 in Section 4.3 
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4.2.2.4 Area Expansion Velocity 

The color bar indicates the site averaged expansion velocity. 

4.2.2.4.1 Spatial distribution of Area Expansion Velocity at INS (EVIrr) 

 
Figure 57 Variation in the distribution of area expansion velocity at irregular sites with heat flux 
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4.2.2.4.2 Spatial distribution of Area Expansion Velocity at RNS (EVReg) 

 
Figure 58 Variation in the distribution of site averaged area expansion velocity at regular sites with heat flux 

Expansion velocity increases with heat flux. 

Observation 4.17: Preliminary analysis of regular sites present at all fluxes shows that, site 

averaged EV follows the trend of site averaged DMAX. 

Observation 4.18: Mean EVReg > mean EVIrr at all heat fluxes. There is a large difference at 

higher heat fluxes. 

The exception at 836 and 1118kW/m2 is due to an image processing error. 
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However, sites with maximum nucleation frequency at each heat flux do not have the highest 

site averaged expansion velocity. 

Since irregular bubbles nucleate in hotter regions, greater expansion velocity of regular 

bubbles is unexpected. The reason is not known yet.   

4.3 Errors, Biases and Uncertainty in Data Analysis 

The following biases occur in BETA-B data analysis. The first three are features that increase 

data robustness by adding a small bias. Points 4 and 5 detail inadvertent errors. Points 6 and 

7 highlight major biases by critiquing the averaging involved in the methods used. 

1. The initial size of a bubble at the time of detection will be greater than 0.02mm2 (25 

pixels). All objects less than 25 pixels are removed from picture as part of noise removal. 

This results in “stubborn” bubbles not being identified. It also impacts bubble 

characteristics like residence time and initial expansion velocity. 

2. Only bubbles that exist and are expanding for a duration longer than 0.2ms after initial 

detection are considered in all analysis. This enhances data robustness by removing 

‘False Positives’ but also introduces bias in the form of removing bubbles with residence 

time < 0.2ms. This impacts bubble nucleation characteristics e.g. Active NSD, 

accumulative NSD, minimum nucleation distance and nucleation rate. 

3. During bubble collapse, forward neural network relaxation code occasionally introduces 

non-bubble objects meeting the relaxation criteria. This results in increased residence 

time and very occasionally, an increase in the maximum bubble area affecting expansion 

velocity data. 
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4. Another error source is ‘re-detection’ of the same bubble due to a segmentation error in 

image processing resulting in a bubble being divided into: 

a. Two non-bubbles:  This results in the identification and tracking of two separate 

bubbles before and after incorrect segmentation. It increases nucleation frequency 

at RNS and affects all site averaged properties, particularly, idle time. 

b. Two bubbles: One bubble is tracked as if the incorrect segmentation did not 

happen. It will result in a loss of area at the instance of incorrect segmentation. 

The other bubble is tracked as a new nucleation center from the moment of 

segmentation. This increases the number of INS in the neighborhood of RNS. 

c. One bubble and one non-bubble: This is the best case and results in just loss of 

area at the moment of segmentation.  

5. The area element dimension choice (7x7 pixels) and its fixed spatial location introduces 

uncertainty in post-processing, occurring when proximal red dots are located across 

multiple elements, resulting in 

a. Reduction of observed nucleation frequency at the erroneous regular site 

b. Increase in irregular bubbles or incorrectly grouped regular bubbles. 

6. Statistical analysis of nucleation characteristics involves spatial averaging of data. 

7. The visualizations containing spatial distribution of bubble characteristics at RNS use site 

averaged values. Unless confirmed by identical idle times between nucleation events, site 

averaging of bubble characteristics does not reflect the true physical picture. As noted 

above, the idle time (tidle) has shown wide variations from the site averaged value. 
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4.4 Summary 

Data analysis of BETA-B data at 4 different heat fluxes 836 kW/m2, 1118 kW/m2, 

1504kW/m2 and 1893 kW/m2 provides key insights into high heat flux nucleate boiling. The 

results of primary statistical are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Observations from primary analysis 

1. Active NSD increases with heat flux. 1.5-2 times more bubbles are nucleated 

near the heater center than near the heater periphery. The reason is not known. 

2. Nucleation rate increases with heat flux. A large jump is observed at CHF. 

3. Minimum nucleation distance reduces with heat flux 

4. Mean residence time of bubbles remains same. This is different from significant 

reduction in residence time in pool boiling, reported in literature. 

5. Maximum bubble area increases slightly with heat flux. This opposes the trend 

reported in literature for departure diameter in pool boiling. 

6. The area expansion velocity increases with heat flux 

7. Bubble bases expand in an accelerating manner with time suggesting higher 

superheat in the region surrounding the nucleation site 
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Assuming that there is an underlying order to the seemingly stochastic bubble nucleation 

process, the identification of the cluster of high frequency nucleation site began with the use 

of a spatial map of the accumulative Nucleation Site Density (NSD). For convenience, a 

nucleation site was assumed to be a square of 7x7 pixels. The map color coded these sites 

with the number of times they activated in the observed period of 62ms. Sites and bubbles 

that nucleated multiple times within 62ms were called ‘regular’ and those that only nucleated 

once were called ‘irregular’. All regular sites constitute the cluster of high nucleation 

frequency sites that establish the spatio-temporal nucleation pattern. 

It was observed that frequent vapor coverage from neighboring bubbles inhibits nucleation. 

This suggested that the nucleation of out-of-pattern irregular bubbles was incidental and 

made possible due to a disruption in the cluster’s nucleation pattern.  

The observations from the spatial analysis of site averaged bubble characteristics of bubbles 

that constitute the pattern are tabulated in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Observations from secondary analysis 

8. Both, surface averaged nucleation frequency of regular sites and number of 

regular sites, increase with increasing heat flux 

9. Sites with large site averaged bubble residence times are spatially isolated 

10. Mean EV for out-of-pattern bubbles is smaller than those constituting the 

pattern. The difference is large at higher fluxes. The reason is not known. 

11. Preliminary analysis for a fixed site shows that with increasing heat flux,  

1. Nucleation frequency either increases or stays the same.  

2. Site averaged DMAX,Reg has been found to first increase and then 

decrease. No consistent relation could be found between it and site 

nucleation frequency.  

3. Site averaged EVReg follows the trend of site averaged DMAX  
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4.4.1 Key Speculations 

Speculative inferences regarding the microlayer and heater surface’s temperature from the 

visual observations are tabulated in Table 3.  

Table 3 Key speculations 

1. From the average instantaneous expansion velocity vs time graph, it seems 

probable that the region surrounding the nucleation sites is hotter than the site 

resulting in an accelerating bubble expansion process. 

 

4.4.2 Key Assumptions 

The assumptions used in the data analysis are tabulated in Table 4. 

Table 4 Key assumptions 

1. There is an underlying order to the seemingly stochastic nucleation process 

2. Nucleation sites are square elements 7x7 pixels in size 

3. The site averaging process assumes bubbles nucleated at the same site exhibit 

similar characteristics  

4. Scale Separation assumption  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The understanding of high heat flux nucleate boiling leading to CHF has changed from a 

purely hydrodynamic, time and space averaged view to an asynchronous and dynamic view. 

Based on experiments that measure local and instantaneous temperature of the surface, the 

new view focusses on the microhydrodynamics of thin liquid film and conjugate thermal 

analysis of heater assembly. 

According to the Scale Separation phenomenon, discovered in BETA- A experiment, liquid-

film boiling performed with liquid supply on the side of a heater should exhibit similar 

behavior as pool boiling on the same heater. 

The BETA-B experiment visually observed the microhydrodynamics of 100μm thick thin 

liquid film boiling on a horizontal heater with saturated water supplied from the side under 

high heat fluxes at 10000fps. Bubble base dynamics are observed through (dark) liquid rings 

that experiences thickening and dam-breaking regimes. Different types of bubble interactions 

were observed resulting from asynchronous activation of neighboring nucleation sites. The 

main observation was ‘expansion of bubble (base) is constrained by the presence and growth 

of neighboring bubbles’ resulting in higher CHF with larger NSD. Observations also 

suggested that burnout occurred under long lasting bubbles that nucleated at very high 

superheat due to frequent nucleation in the neighborhood. Both observations were attributed 

to collective behavior of bubbles.  

An image processing code was developed to autonomously identify bubbles and extract their 

characteristics from BETA-B’s high speed videos. The grayscale input images are denoised, 
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converted to binary and then segmented. This results in a binary image with separate objects 

and object properties such as area, perimeter and circularity are subsequently calculated. 

The binary image with separate objects is given to a trained multilayer perceptron neural 

network for bubble identification. Supervised training of the neural net with 200 frames 

(20ms) of data containing manually identified bubbles had been performed previously. 70-

80% of the bubbles are identified per frame. 

After the bubbles have been identified in each frame, they are tracked through time by 

comparing the location of circular objects in neighboring frames. Now, bubble properties like 

maximum base area, residence time and expansion velocity are calculated. 

Data analysis of BETA-B data at 4 different heat fluxes 836 kW/m2, 1118 kW/m2, 

1504kW/m2 and 1893 kW/m2 provides key insights into high heat flux nucleate boiling. The 

observations and results obtained from statistical (spatially averaged) analysis of nucleation 

and bubble characteristics are as follows:  

1. Average bubble (base) diameter: 0.9mm (0.5-1mm (Dinh & Tu, 2007)) 

Residence time: 0.65ms (1-2ms (Dinh & Tu, 2007)) 

2. Active NSD and nucleation rate increase with heat flux. A large jump in nucleation 

rate is observed at CHF. Minimum nucleation distance reduces with heat flux. 

3. Mean residence time of bubbles remains same with increasing heat flux while it 

reduces for pool boiling as reported in literature. 

4. Maximum bubble area increases slightly with heat flux while it reduces for pool 

boiling as reported in literature. 
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5. The area expansion velocity increases with heat flux. Bubble bases expand in an 

accelerating manner with time. This is a new observation not found in literature. 

While combined analysis of visual and thermal data is required, a preliminary speculative 

explanation for accelerating expansion velocity is that the region surrounding the nucleation 

sites is hotter than the site. 

Assuming that there is an underlying order to the seemingly stochastic bubble nucleation 

process i.e. a stable spatio temporal nucleation pattern exists, this work comprises of 

identification of cluster of high frequency nucleation sites that establish the pattern and 

spatial analysis of their site averaged characteristics. The extraction of this data involves 

significant additional processing. 

The identification of nucleation sites starts with the use of a spatial map of accumulative 

NSD color coded with the nucleation frequency (2-d histogram). Each nucleation site was 

assumed to be a square of 7x7 pixels. Sites and bubbles that nucleated multiple times within 

62ms were called ‘regular’ and those that only nucleated once were called ‘irregular’. All 

regular sites constitute the cluster of high frequency nucleation sites. 

It was observed that frequent vapor coverage from neighboring bubbles inhibits nucleation. 

This suggested that the nucleation of out-of-pattern irregular bubbles was incidental and only 

made possible due to a disruption in the cluster’s nucleation pattern.  

The observations and results from the spatial analysis of site averaged bubble characteristics 

are as follows: 
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1. Mean expansion velocity of bubbles nucleated from sites constituting the pattern was 

larger than that of out-of-pattern bubbles. The difference is large at higher fluxes. The 

reason is not known. 

2. Preliminary analysis for a fixed site shows that with increasing heat flux,  

a) Nucleation frequency either increases or stays the same.  

b) Site averaged DMAX has been found to first increase and then decrease. No 

consistent relation could be found between it and the site’s nucleation frequency.  

c) Site averaged expansion velocity follows the trend of site averaged DMAX  

While important insights into nucleation and growth of bubbles were obtained, statistical 

analysis of bubble characteristics and spatial analysis of spatio-temporal pattern have not 

exhibited a critical behavior postulated to occur at CHF, so far. The best CHF indicators 

found in this work are large jumps in nucleation rate at CHF and in expansion velocity 

difference between in-pattern and out-of-pattern bubbles at high heat fluxes. 

The insights gained from this work could be used for model parameter calibration for boiling 

models and validation of computational fluid dynamics. 

Future work will include temporal analysis of spatio-temporal pattern data to create a timing 

diagram of nucleation events resulting in the identification of spatio-temporal nucleation 

pattern. Critical behavior near CHF will perhaps be observed in the individual timing 

diagrams of neighboring nucleation sites. 
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A.1 Image Noise Removal 

Opening-Closing by reconstruction is used as the pre-thresholding method. A brief 

description of the involved processes follows: 

Erosion: Operation that reduces the size of foreground objects from the periphery using a 

structuring element. It helps in separating interconnected objects.  

(A−B)(x, y) = min {A(x + x′, y + y′) | (x′, y′) ∊ DB}, where DB = Structuring element domain. 

 
Dilation: Operation that increases the size of foreground objects from the periphery using a 

structuring element. It helps in connecting disconnected elements. 

(A⊕B)(x,y)=max{A(x−x′,y−y′)|(x′,y′)∈DB} where DB = Structuring element 

domain. 

Opening: Erosion followed by dilation using the same structuring element. 

Closing: Dilation followed by erosion using the same structuring element. 

 
Reconstruction based operations were preferred over normal ones as they preserve the overall 

shapes of objects. 
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A.2 Graylevel to Binary Thresholding 

Otsu’s Global Thresholding is a clustering based thresholding technique. It assumes a 

bimodal histogram and   chooses a threshold to minimize the intraclass variance of the 

foreground and background pixels. This in turn maximizes the inter class variance and thus 

produces a binary image from a grayscale image. 

The intra class variance is defined as the sum of variance of the 2 classes: 

𝜎𝑤
2 (𝑡) =  𝜔1(𝑡)𝜎1

2(𝑡) +  𝜔2(𝑡)𝜎2
2(𝑡) 

Weights 𝜔𝑖 are the probabilities of the two classes separated by a threshold t and σ^2
i are 

variances of these classes. 

The class probability 𝜔𝑖(𝑡) is computed from the histogram as t: 

𝜔𝑖(𝑡) = 𝛴0
𝑡𝑝(𝑖)  

The class probabilities can be computed iteratively. This yields an effective algorithm. 

This global thresholding is the primary source of error in the overall operation of the image 

processing and the neural net code. Future improvements must include more robust adaptive 

local thresholding algorithms. 

A.3 Neural Nets (Hagan and MATLAB) 

A.3.1 Neuron Model 

A.3.1.1 Single Input Neuron 

The fundamental building block for neural networks is the single-input neuron, such as this 

example. 
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First, the scalar input p is multiplied by the scalar weight w to form the scalar product wp. 

Second, the weighted input wp is added to the scalar bias b to form the net input n. (The bias 

is much like a weight, except that it has a constant input of 1.) Finally, the net input is passed 

through the transfer function f, which produces the scalar output a. The names given to these 

three processes are: the weight function, the net input function and the transfer function. 

Typically, the transfer function is chosen by the network designer. Both w and b are 

adjustable scalar parameters of the neuron. The central idea of neural networks is that such 

parameters can be adjusted so that the network exhibits some desired or interesting behavior. 

Training the network to do a particular job involves adjusting the weight or bias parameters. 

Transfer Functions 

The following figure illustrates the linear transfer function. 

 

Neurons of this type are used in the final layer of multilayer networks that are used as 

function approximators. 
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The sigmoid transfer function shown above takes the input, which can have any value 

between plus and minus infinity, and squashes the output into the range -1 to 1. This transfer 

function is commonly used in the hidden layers of multilayer networks, in part because it is 

differentiable. 

A.3.1.2 Multiple Input Neuron 

The simple neuron can be extended to handle inputs that are vectors. A neuron with a single 

R-element input vector is shown below. Here the individual input elements 

 

 

are multiplied by weights 

 

and the weighted values are fed to the summing junction. Their sum is simply scalar Wp, the 

dot product of the (single row) matrix W and the vector p. 
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The neuron has a bias b, which is summed with the weighted inputs to form the net input n. 

 

A.3.2 Network Architecture 

A.3.2.1 Single Layer 

A one-layer network with R input elements and S neurons follows. 

 

In this network, each element of the input vector p is connected to each neuron input through 

the weight matrix W. The ith neuron has a summer that gathers its weighted inputs and bias 

to form its own scalar output n(i). The various n(i) taken together form an S-element net 
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input vector n. Finally, the neuron layer outputs form a column vector a. The expression for 

a is shown at the bottom of the figure. 

Note that it is common for the number of inputs to a layer to be different from the number of 

neurons (i.e., R is not necessarily equal to S). A layer is not constrained to have the number 

of its inputs equal to the number of its neurons. 

You can create a single (composite) layer of neurons having different transfer functions 

simply by putting two of the networks shown earlier in parallel. Both networks would have 

the same inputs, and each network would create some of the outputs. 

The input vector elements enter the network through the weight matrix W. 

 

A.3.2.2 Multiple Layer 

A network can have several layers. Each layer has a weight matrix W, a bias vector b, and an 

output vector a. To distinguish between the weight matrices, output vectors, etc., for each of 

these layers in the figures, the number of the layer is appended as a superscript to the variable 

of interest. You can see the use of this layer notation in the three-layer network shown next, 

and in the equations at the bottom of the figure.  
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The network shown above has R1 inputs, S1 neurons in the first layer, S2 neurons in the 

second layer. The layers of a multilayer network play different roles. A layer that produces 

the network output is called an output layer. All other layers are called hidden layers. The 

three-layer network shown earlier has one output layer (layer 3) and two hidden layers (layer 

1 and layer 2). 

Multiple-layer networks are quite powerful. For instance, a network of two layers, where the 

first layer is sigmoid and the second layer is linear, can be trained to approximate any 

function (with a finite number of discontinuities) arbitrarily well. Single layered networks 

cannot do this. 

A.3.3 FeedForward Neural Net 

A FeedForward neural net is the simplest type of neural net. In this type of net, information 

moves only in one direction, forward, form the input nodes, through the hidden node and to 

the output nodes. There are no cycles or loops in the network. 
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A single layered Perceptron is the simplest kind of FeedForward net.  

Each external input is weighted with an appropriate weight w1j, and the sum of the weighted 

inputs is sent to the hard-limit transfer function, which also has an input of 1 transmitted to it 

through the bias. The hard-limit transfer function, which returns a 0 or a 1, is shown below. 

 

The perceptron neuron produces a 1 if the net input into the transfer function is equal to or 

greater than 0; otherwise it produces a 0. 

The hard-limit transfer function gives a perceptron the ability to classify input vectors by 

dividing the input space into two regions. Specifically, outputs will be 0 if the net input n is 

less than 0, or 1 if the net input n is 0 or greater. The following figure show the input space of 

a two-input hard limit neuron with the weights w1,1 = −1, w1,2 = 1 and a bias b = 1. 
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Two classification regions are formed by the decision boundary line L at  

Wp + b = 0. This line is perpendicular to the weight matrix W and shifted according to the 

bias b. Input vectors above and to the left of the line L will result in a net input greater than 0 

and, therefore, cause the hard-limit neuron to output a 1. Input vectors below and to the right 

of the line L cause the neuron to output 0. 

Hard-limit neurons without a bias will always have a classification line going through the 

origin. Adding a bias allows the neuron to solve problems where the two sets of input vectors 

are not located on different sides of the origin. The bias allows the decision boundary to be 

shifted away from the origin, as shown in the plot above. 

A.3.3.1 Perceptron Neural Net 

This section applies to training a single layer of neurons only but it provides an insight into 

more complex multilayer training algorithms like the one currently used, trainlm. 

Perceptrons are trained on examples of desired behavior. The desired behavior can be 

summarized by a set of input, output pairs 

 

where p is an input to the network and t is the corresponding correct (target) output. The 

objective is to reduce the error e, which is the difference t − a between the neuron response a 

and the target vector t. The perceptron learning rule calculates desired changes to the 

perceptron's weights and biases, given an input vector p and the associated error e. The target 

vector t must contain values of either 0 or 1, because perceptrons (with hardlim transfer 

functions) can only output these values. 

The perceptron rule is proven to converge on a solution in a finite number of iterations if a 

solution exists. 
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If a bias is not used, a solution is found by altering only the weight vector w to point toward 

input vectors to be classified as 1 and away from vectors to be classified as 0. This results in 

a decision boundary that is perpendicular to w and that properly classifies the input vectors. 

There are three conditions that can occur for a single neuron once an input vector p is 

presented and the network's response a is calculated: 

CASE 1. If an input vector is presented and the output of the neuron is correct (a = t and e = 

t – a = 0), then the weight vector w is not altered. 

CASE 2. If the neuron output is 0 and should have been 1 (a = 0 and t = 1, and e = t – a = 1), 

the input vector p is added to the weight vector w. This makes the weight vector point closer 

to the input vector, increasing the chance that the input vector will be classified as a 1 in the 

future. 

CASE 3. If the neuron output is 1 and should have been 0 (a = 1 and t = 0, and e = t – a = –

1), the input vector p is subtracted from the weight vector w. This makes the weight vector 

point farther away from the input vector, increasing the chance that the input vector will be 

classified as a 0 in the future. 

The perceptron learning rule can be written more succinctly in terms of the error e = t – a and 

the change to be made to the weight vector Δw: 

CASE 1. If e = 0, then make a change Δw equal to 0. 

CASE 2. If e = 1, then make a change Δw equal to pT. 

CASE 3. If e = –1, then make a change Δw equal to –pT. 

All three cases can then be written with a single expression: 
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For the case of a layer of neurons we have 

 

And  

The perceptron learning rule can be summarized as follows: 

 

and  

where e = t – a. 

The process of finding new weights (and biases) can be repeated until there are no errors. 

The perceptron learning rule is guaranteed to converge in a finite number of steps for all 

problems that can be solved by a perceptron. These include all classification problems that 

are linearly separable. The objects to be classified in such cases can be separated by a single 

line. 

Each pass over the training set is called an EPOCH. 

A note on training methods for multilayer perceptrons 

The default performance function for feedforward networks is mean square error mse—the 

average squared error between the network outputs a and the target outputs t. It is defined as 

follows: 
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For training multilayer feedforward networks, any standard numerical optimization algorithm 

can be used to optimize the performance function, but there are a few key ones that have 

shown excellent performance for neural network training. These optimization methods use 

either the gradient of the network performance with respect to the network weights, or the 

Jacobian of the network errors with respect to the weights. 

The gradient and the Jacobian are calculated using a technique called the backpropagation 

algorithm, which involves performing computations backward through the network. The 

backpropagation computation is derived using the chain rule of calculus. 

Trainlm Algorithm or Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (MATLAB) 

trainlm is often the fastest backpropagation algorithm in the MATLAB Neural Net toolbox. 

Like the quasi-Newton methods, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was designed to 

approach second-order training speed without having to compute the Hessian matrix. When 

the performance function has the form of a sum of squares (as is typical in training 

feedforward networks), then the Hessian matrix can be approximated as 

H = JTJ 

and the gradient can be computed as 

g = JTe 

where J is the Jacobian matrix that contains first derivatives of the network errors with 

respect to the weights and biases, and e is a vector of network errors. The Jacobian matrix 

can be computed through a standard backpropagation technique that is much less complex 

than computing the Hessian matrix. 
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The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm uses this approximation to the Hessian matrix in the 

following Newton-like update: 

 

When the scalar µ is zero, this is just Newton's method, using the approximate Hessian 

matrix. When µ is large, this becomes gradient descent with a small step size. Newton's 

method is faster and more accurate near an error minimum, so the aim is to shift toward 

Newton's method as quickly as possible. Thus, µ is decreased after each successful step 

(reduction in performance function) and is increased only when a tentative step would 

increase the performance function. In this way, the performance function is always reduced 

at each iteration of the algorithm. 

 

A.4 Bubble Identification and Tracking: An example 

In the figure below, the number in Red shows a bubble’s object number. This number is 

present in every image with a detected bubble. The number below it in Blue denotes the 

Fwdconnectivity. The number to the right of it in Green denotes Revconnectivity. 
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Figure 59 Connected bubble sequence at 1504 kW/m2 

The data frames from the images above are shown below. It is rewarding to track the 

evolution of bubble with object number 32 in Frame 282 using the data below. 
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Figure 60 Data Frame 282 

Object Area Centroid Eccentricity EquivDiamter Perimeter Circularity Avg Radius Z RevConnectivity FwdConnectivity Frame Evolution Endframe Expansion

1 512 [55.8984375000000,135.689453125000]0.93 25.53 217.28 7.34 14.34 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

2 3042 [82.3632478632479,193.452662721894]0.51 62.23 391.97 4.02 30.49 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

3 1146 [73.1614310645724,49.8525305410122]0.94 38.20 345.65 8.30 20.37 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

4 743 [56.2960969044415,84.9865410497981]0.65 30.76 101.49 1.10 15.14 1 [] [] 282 1 [] 0

5 2236 [78.9333631484794,145.019230769231]0.87 53.36 265.42 2.51 29.32 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

6 162 [51.2222222222222,209.067901234568]0.94 14.36 65.93 2.14 7.73 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

7 88 [74.1250000000000,105.272727272727]0.99 10.59 66.93 4.05 8.76 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

8 1307 [109.542463657230,106.900535577659]0.76 40.79 339.08 7.00 24.93 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

9 30 [85.6333333333333,89.9333333333333]0.87 6.18 19.75 1.03 2.81 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

10 71 [100.605633802817,81.7746478873239]0.94 9.51 34.93 1.37 5.00 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

11 154 [107.305194805195,50.6753246753247]0.95 14.00 62.89 2.04 7.75 1 [] [] 282 1 [] 0

12 35 [103.971428571429,39.9428571428571]0.85 6.68 23.23 1.23 3.07 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

13 30 [107.233333333333,206.833333333333]0.97 6.18 27.05 1.94 3.49 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

14 72 [114.472222222222,30.2361111111111]0.88 9.57 45.45 2.28 4.59 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

15 254 [121.102362204724,80.1102362204724]0.81 17.98 107.51 3.62 9.18 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

16 27 [113.296296296296,190.814814814815]0.87 5.86 17.99 0.95 2.75 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

17 111 [123.468468468468,21.6486486486487]0.96 11.89 58.74 2.47 7.28 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

18 763 [140.846657929227,192.895150720839]0.74 31.17 267.87 7.48 15.92 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

19 861 [135.924506387921,120.455284552846]0.79 33.11 125.00 1.44 16.53 1 [] [] 282 1 [] 0

20 121 [122.909090909091,161.669421487603]0.90 12.41 61.41 2.48 6.07 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

21 46 [123.760869565217,150.673913043478]0.94 7.65 33.34 1.92 4.15 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

22 2834 [208.977769936486,111.081510232886]0.95 60.07 582.39 9.52 35.97 0 [] [] 0 0 282 0

23 91 [149.571428571429,229.373626373626]0.83 10.76 42.26 1.56 4.90 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

24 50 [153.140000000000,160.860000000000]0.77 7.98 38.37 2.34 4.00 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

25 39 [155.820512820513,68.1282051282051]0.68 7.05 21.83 0.97 3.11 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

26 64 [159.046875000000,113.765625000000]0.82 9.03 48.05 2.87 4.22 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

27 72 [162.847222222222,58]0.92 9.57 44.87 2.22 5.43 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

28 205 [174.156097560976,143.302439024390]0.56 16.16 51.03 1.01 7.70 1 [] [] 282 1 [] 0

29 47 [175.851063829787,213.574468085106]0.92 7.74 29.71 1.49 3.96 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

30 109 [186.550458715596,78.8073394495413]0.77 11.78 58.45 2.49 5.95 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

31 29 [189.931034482759,42.8275862068966]0.90 6.08 19.77 1.07 2.79 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

32 979 [203.959141981614,178.414708886619]0.43 35.31 120.02 1.17 17.17 1 [] [] 282 1 [] 0

33 25 [200.280000000000,76.8400000000000]0.91 5.64 19.40 1.20 2.74 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

34 41 [205.121951219512,214.390243902439]0.98 7.23 31.66 1.95 4.26 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

35 41 [233.707317073171,94.8536585365854]0.84 7.23 25.31 1.24 3.31 -1 [] [] 0 0 282 0

36 27 [251.296296296296,103.333333333333]0.70 5.86 16.66 0.82 2.53 1 [] [] 0 0 282 0
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Figure 61 Data Frame 283 

Object Area Centroid Eccentricity EquivDiamter Perimeter Circularity Avg Radius Z RevConnectivity FwdConnectivity Frame Evolution Endframe Expansion

1 30 [25.2000000000000,165.400000000000]0.94 6.18 22.74 1.37 2.95 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

2 4460 [75.6560538116592,186.881390134529]0.67 75.36 522.29 4.87 39.63 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

3 888 [56.7263513513514,84.9313063063063]0.68 33.62 107.69 1.04 16.42 1 4 [] 283 1 [] 0

4 322 [58.8757763975155,35.0838509316770]0.83 20.25 110.61 3.02 10.62 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

5 946 [89.2262156448203,63.9143763213531]0.98 34.71 313.38 8.26 27.77 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

6 56 [63.7321428571429,122.714285714286]0.93 8.44 45.33 2.92 4.75 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

7 164 [78.3475609756098,102.451219512195]0.97 14.45 104.48 5.30 12.31 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

8 3825 [104.560261437909,124.339346405229]0.82 69.79 340.17 2.41 35.04 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

9 57 [78.0877192982456,155.684210526316]0.73 8.52 26.57 0.99 3.85 1 NaN [] 0 0 283 0

10 29 [93.5172413793104,232.275862068966]0.81 6.08 17.24 0.82 2.68 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

11 96 [99.0312500000000,85.1770833333333]0.93 11.06 44.96 1.68 5.76 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

12 121 [103.785123966942,50.8181818181818]0.60 12.41 88.04 5.10 7.38 -2 [] [] 0 0 283 0

13 457 [119.371991247265,27.0831509846827]0.46 24.12 121.75 2.58 11.86 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

14 69 [114.768115942029,137.927536231884]0.52 9.37 56.63 3.70 5.20 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

15 50 [117.020000000000,150.560000000000]0.81 7.98 24.06 0.92 3.66 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

16 28 [115.392857142857,51.5000000000000]0.73 5.97 18.36 0.96 2.59 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

17 57 [115.964912280702,221.666666666667]0.91 8.52 28.38 1.12 4.13 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

18 27 [120.370370370370,182.481481481482]0.95 5.86 23.21 1.59 3.01 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

19 641 [141.767550702028,188.627145085803]0.59 28.57 223.80 6.22 14.34 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

20 25 [130.800000000000,71.4000000000000]0.98 5.64 26.71 2.27 3.30 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

21 125 [151.176000000000,89.1680000000000]0.98 12.62 92.45 5.44 9.01 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

22 140 [148.857142857143,227.335714285714]0.60 13.35 67.27 2.57 5.95 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

23 48 [150.250000000000,156.791666666667]0.76 7.82 42.12 2.94 4.28 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

24 47 [153.021276595745,130.489361702128]0.77 7.74 33.93 1.95 3.74 -2 [] [] 0 0 283 0

25 141 [160.347517730496,112.468085106383]0.72 13.40 44.68 1.13 6.53 1 NaN [] 0 0 283 0

26 41 [155.756097560976,72.1463414634146]0.83 7.23 28.84 1.61 3.54 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

27 49 [161.938775510204,170.714285714286]0.97 7.90 42.13 2.88 5.03 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

28 94 [164.510638297872,64.8297872340426]0.93 10.94 50.75 2.18 5.83 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

29 2408 [212.132475083056,111.329734219269]0.94 55.37 464.83 7.14 30.11 0 [] [] 0 0 283 0

30 246 [173.959349593496,142.593495934959]0.53 17.70 56.29 1.02 8.45 1 28 [] 283 1 [] 0

31 27 [166.333333333333,200.333333333333]0.73 5.86 15.83 0.74 2.56 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

32 26 [173.423076923077,212.500000000000]0.96 5.75 25.13 1.93 2.97 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

33 54 [179.722222222222,57.5185185185185]0.57 8.29 32.02 1.51 3.82 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

34 25 [182.600000000000,216.400000000000]0.76 5.64 15.74 0.79 2.47 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

35 128 [193.390625000000,77.6953125000000]0.96 12.77 52.99 1.75 7.12 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

36 1171 [204.625960717336,179.662681468830]0.39 38.61 153.01 1.59 18.57 1 32 [] 283 1 [] 0

37 33 [203.818181818182,130.212121212121]0.96 6.48 30.82 2.29 3.91 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

38 49 [207.612244897959,214.897959183673]0.99 7.90 40.38 2.65 5.30 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

39 31 [208.129032258065,140.806451612903]0.98 6.28 32.32 2.68 4.17 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

40 126 [238.976190476190,151.952380952381]0.98 12.67 59.93 2.27 7.70 -1 [] [] 0 0 283 0

41 51 [234.039215686275,94.3921568627451]0.68 8.06 25.50 1.01 3.71 -2 [] [] 0 0 283 0
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Figure 62 Data Frame 284 

Object Area Centroid Eccentricity EquivDiamter Perimeter Circularity Avg Radius Z RevConnectivity FwdConnectivity Frame Evolution Endframe Expansion

1 44 [24.7954545454545,161.227272727273]0.97 7.48 32.45 1.90 4.00 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

2 1185 [90.5240506329114,59.2540084388186]0.93 38.84 493.67 16.37 23.12 0 [] [] 0 0 284 0

3 1029 [57.1632653061225,84.7725947521866]0.69 36.20 117.57 1.07 17.69 1 3 3 284 1 [] 0

4 3175 [87.9499212598425,136.963464566929]0.91 63.58 375.09 3.53 34.72 -2 [] [] 0 0 284 0

5 638 [51.6379310344828,191.915360501567]0.93 28.50 150.53 2.83 16.28 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

6 222 [57.5765765765766,33.1171171171171]0.90 16.81 77.43 2.15 8.40 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

7 2747 [84.2074990899163,192.309792500910]0.37 59.14 393.02 4.47 29.31 0 [] [] 0 0 284 0

8 329 [82.0395136778116,106.066869300912]0.93 20.47 168.28 6.85 12.54 0 [] [] 0 0 284 0

9 64 [93.9687500000000,231.328125000000]0.89 9.03 30.68 1.17 4.35 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

10 1332 [131.918168168168,108.808558558559]0.90 41.18 376.82 8.48 23.65 -2 [] [] 0 0 284 0

11 44 [98.2954545454546,38.2045454545455]0.96 7.48 34.29 2.13 4.21 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

12 28 [107.464285714286,18.8214285714286]0.82 5.97 20.99 1.25 2.62 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

13 97 [112.206185567010,148.278350515464]0.92 11.11 48.65 1.94 6.11 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

14 32 [109.968750000000,162.593750000000]0.58 6.38 20.42 1.04 2.73 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

15 114 [114.850877192982,218.517543859649]0.81 12.05 53.22 1.98 6.27 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

16 32 [115.093750000000,228.781250000000]0.96 6.38 23.60 1.39 3.36 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

17 87 [119.839080459770,34.7356321839080]0.95 10.52 47.31 2.05 5.82 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

18 259 [123.162162162162,20.9536679536680]0.56 18.16 67.35 1.39 8.85 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

19 82 [123.743902439024,44.7317073170732]0.87 10.22 53.99 2.83 4.56 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

20 25 [123.160000000000,160.720000000000]0.89 5.64 17.88 1.02 2.65 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

21 29 [126.758620689655,87.8275862068966]0.97 6.08 24.16 1.60 3.24 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

22 253 [139.415019762846,187.916996047431]0.94 17.95 95.79 2.89 10.02 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

23 35 [132.742857142857,143.914285714286]0.95 6.68 28.47 1.84 3.76 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

24 53 [137.264150943396,197.075471698113]0.98 8.21 43.74 2.87 5.50 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

25 132 [139.659090909091,173.750000000000]0.83 12.96 71.93 3.12 7.01 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

26 42 [144,148.333333333333]0.98 7.31 32.85 2.04 4.14 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

27 31 [142.225806451613,203.354838709677]0.95 6.28 23.79 1.45 3.20 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

28 2325 [209.262795698925,109.948817204301]0.95 54.41 532.35 9.70 34.12 0 [] [] 0 0 284 0

29 163 [151.165644171779,226.981595092025]0.87 14.41 62.42 1.90 8.00 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

30 82 [159.121951219512,63.4634146341463]0.94 10.22 45.06 1.97 4.82 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

31 25 [161.880000000000,178.560000000000]0.86 5.64 16.86 0.91 2.57 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

32 57 [165.087719298246,73.5087719298246]0.89 8.52 29.05 1.18 4.08 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

33 30 [165.200000000000,199.400000000000]0.73 6.18 20.33 1.10 2.73 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

34 251 [173.764940239044,141.956175298805]0.73 17.88 56.47 1.01 8.65 1 30 34 284 1 [] 0

35 42 [178.809523809524,57.9761904761905]0.48 7.31 31.20 1.84 3.26 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

36 70 [181.400000000000,73.5714285714286]0.90 9.44 42.26 2.03 5.03 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

37 1326 [204.171191553545,179.371794871795]0.17 41.09 176.16 1.86 19.31 TRUE 36 38 284 1 [] 0

38 97 [196.783505154639,80.6907216494845]0.96 11.11 44.18 1.60 5.95 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

39 100 [214.910000000000,214.620000000000]0.95 11.28 63.50 3.21 7.47 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

40 210 [240.071428571429,149.538095238095]0.95 16.35 90.32 3.09 8.68 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0

41 39 [235.615384615385,93.6666666666667]0.55 7.05 21.36 0.93 3.10 -1 [] [] 0 0 284 0
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Figure 63 Data Frame 285 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Object Area Centroid Eccentricity EquivDiamter Perimeter Circularity Avg Radius Z RevConnectivity FwdConnectivity Frame Evolution Endframe Expansion

1 1132 [54.8100706713781,168.138692579505]0.92 37.96 276.29 5.37 23.78 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

2 549 [65.0947176684882,43.6375227686703]0.94 26.44 216.32 6.78 18.98 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

3 1177 [57.8462192013594,84.8649107901444]0.69 38.71 125.14 1.06 19.01 1 [] 5 285 1 [] 0

4 2370 [86.6831223628692,191.750632911392]0.83 54.93 514.81 8.90 29.71 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

5 30 [49.2333333333333,210.933333333333]0.81 6.18 27.27 1.97 2.94 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

6 3285 [98.6520547945206,130.498934550989]0.89 64.67 340.89 2.81 34.18 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

7 324 [79.9413580246914,107.182098765432]0.98 20.31 140.54 4.85 14.71 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

8 605 [102.347107438017,49.2264462809917]0.77 27.75 200.75 5.30 16.53 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

9 35 [84.8285714285714,25.6571428571429]0.92 6.68 24.16 1.33 3.20 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

10 27 [85.2962962962963,35.5555555555556]0.85 5.86 18.82 1.04 2.62 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

11 77 [94.2337662337662,230.532467532468]0.92 9.90 56.72 3.32 4.97 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

12 90 [98.3222222222222,38.0333333333333]0.98 10.70 54.61 2.64 6.63 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

13 461 [116.442516268980,19.4663774403471]0.92 24.23 138.48 3.31 13.68 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

14 294 [113.748299319728,82.2619047619048]0.95 19.35 144.51 5.65 12.52 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

15 34 [109.794117647059,92.4411764705882]0.72 6.58 23.79 1.32 2.89 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

16 42 [110.452380952381,137.119047619048]0.88 7.31 28.93 1.59 3.49 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

17 137 [113.145985401460,218.445255474453]0.90 13.21 54.33 1.71 6.62 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

18 27 [118.666666666667,161.851851851852]0.79 5.86 17.12 0.86 2.56 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

19 32 [124.125000000000,206.031250000000]0.91 6.38 22.50 1.26 2.97 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

20 31 [126,63.7419354838710]0.86 6.28 23.69 1.44 3.11 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

21 130 [132.169230769231,144.230769230769]0.89 12.87 46.63 1.33 6.27 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

22 161 [136.795031055901,183.813664596273]0.95 14.32 75.73 2.83 7.97 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

23 33 [130.878787878788,158.181818181818]0.78 6.48 31.07 2.33 3.53 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

24 97 [137.484536082474,192.628865979381]0.98 11.11 68.37 3.83 7.99 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

25 1574 [188.417407878018,97.7966963151207]0.93 44.77 451.63 10.31 32.33 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

26 30 [144.300000000000,152.600000000000]0.94 6.18 22.74 1.37 3.08 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

27 235 [154.365957446809,225.361702127660]0.93 17.30 71.35 1.72 9.07 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

28 46 [149.760869565217,81.5434782608696]0.63 7.65 35.02 2.12 3.24 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

29 324 [155.645061728395,115.888888888889]0.62 20.31 73.22 1.32 9.75 1 [] NaN 0 0 285 0

30 33 [161.818181818182,69.6969696969697]0.93 6.48 23.67 1.35 3.26 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

31 34 [162.735294117647,77.6764705882353]0.95 6.58 29.33 2.01 3.50 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

32 35 [161.942857142857,48.4571428571429]0.80 6.68 20.14 0.92 3.03 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

33 28 [161.642857142857,196.714285714286]0.81 5.97 18.09 0.93 2.69 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

34 318 [173.276729559748,140.575471698113]0.56 20.12 68.87 1.19 9.58 1 [] 32 285 1 [] 0

35 34 [170.764705882353,114.764705882353]0.48 6.58 19.68 0.91 2.89 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

36 72 [177.791666666667,74.2916666666667]0.82 9.57 38.02 1.60 4.37 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

37 90 [189.855555555556,113.344444444444]0.87 10.70 36.25 1.16 5.25 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

38 886 [200.972911963883,175.572234762980]0.63 33.59 156.12 2.19 17.02 1 [] 39 285 1 [] 0

39 245 [212.800000000000,129.963265306122]0.82 17.66 93.69 2.85 8.72 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

40 87 [215.724137931034,149.988505747126]0.97 10.52 46.64 1.99 6.15 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

41 34 [209.529411764706,197.147058823529]0.81 6.58 30.17 2.13 3.17 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

42 40 [216.525000000000,187.325000000000]0.91 7.14 45.43 4.11 4.69 0 [] [] 0 0 285 0

43 120 [218.441666666667,213.966666666667]0.80 12.36 45.49 1.37 5.99 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

44 136 [235.941176470588,142.073529411765]0.69 13.16 56.20 1.85 6.10 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

45 354 [243.872881355932,128.790960451977]0.81 21.23 95.13 2.03 10.92 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

46 84 [247.904761904762,154.964285714286]0.92 10.34 39.80 1.50 5.28 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

47 46 [247.934782608696,111.282608695652]0.91 7.65 36.81 2.34 3.96 -1 [] [] 0 0 285 0

48 25 [253.240000000000,167.200000000000]0.53 5.64 14.79 0.70 2.39 1 [] 51 285 0 288 1
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A.5 Image Processing Improvement 

A.5.1 Thresholding Improvement Strategies 

1. As an alternative start point, a ‘Volume’ based object reconstruction technique can be 

used. Instead of identifying bubbles in individual frames, 3-d connections can be 

established. This still requires improvements in Thresholding. If implemented, this would 

be extremely fast as the decision making would only need to be implemented once per a 

bubble’s lifespan. Sufficient relaxation can be introduced, by accepting all solid 

structures with a portion of edge profile like that of a bubble’s lifespan. This technique 

looks promising but will have to be implemented from scratch. 

2. Local Adaptive Thresholding should be used. These methods are a subject of current 

research. 

There are two main approaches to finding the local adaptive threshold: (i) The Chow 

and Kaneko approach and (ii) local thresholding. The assumption behind both 

methods is that smaller image regions are more likely to have approximately uniform 

illumination, thus being more suitable for thresholding.  

(i) Chow and Kaneko divide an image into an array of overlapping subimages 

and then find the optimum threshold for each subimage by investigating its 

histogram. The threshold for each single pixel is found by interpolating the 

results of the subimages. The drawback of this method is that it is 

computational expensive and, therefore, is not appropriate for real-time 

applications. 
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(ii) An alternative approach to finding the local threshold is to statistically 

examine the intensity values of the local neighborhood of each pixel. The 

statistic which is most appropriate depends largely on the input image. 

3. Base successive frame thresholding on the output of neural net for current frame. This 

gets true area of the new bubble but the code will have to be written from scratch. 

A.5.2 Improvement Strategies for Informed Neural Net Decision 

In manual observation, how do we register the evolution of bubbles? Connectivities for all 

objects (bubbles and non-bubbles) need to be calculated before the neural net is asked for a 

decision. In the present code, connectivities for ‘blindly’ determined bubbles in each frame 

are calculated. The connectivities and previous frame’s decisions have to be a part of the i/p 

to the neural net. We can add one or two previous frame’s decisions and the connectivity 

information of the current frame with the previous frame to the neural net input vector. 2 

previous frame’s decisions will result in more robustness. I envisage a very heavy neural net 

weight parameter for the previous decision variable. Training will automatically determine 

the optimum weight such that the net can detect both originating (small) bubbles and death of 

evolved bubbles. 

Aside: This is a structural fix (better structure provides better input vectors to the Net) for 

global and/or locally adaptive Thresholding. To implement this method for Neural net based 

Thresholding complete change in current code structure is required to implement the 

‘unblind’ version. Presently, each operation processes the entire image sequence (batch 

processing) before providing the output to the next segment. The change will involve 
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conversion from batch processing to frame processing in all segments. This will provide the 

most accurate results. 

Using the present batch processing structure, NN based adaptive Thresholding can be used as 

a second layer for higher area accuracy as compared to locally adaptive methods, but I doubt 

it will ever be required. It should not be used by itself as it will be a ‘blind’ process operating 

on better thresholded bubbles in the current code, as batch connectivity would not be 

available. 

A.6 Code 

A.6.1 Segmentation 

%%Does all the image processing 
clc; 
clear; 
workspace; 
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); 

  
dirOutput = dir('Ti*');%dirOutput contains a lot of extra information of 

the files whose names start with Ti 
fileNames = {dirOutput.name}';%Create a cell array that stores the names 

of the files in a column 
numFrames = numel(dirOutput); 
%numFrames = 302; 
I = imread(fileNames{1});%Pre-allocating the sequence array 
sequence = zeros([size(I) numFrames],class(I)); 

  
for p = 1:numFrames 
    sequence(:,:,p) = imread(fileNames{p});  
end 

  
sequenceNew = zeros([size(I) numFrames]); 
for i = 1:numFrames 
    I = sequence(:,:,i); 
    %figure, imshow(I); 
%% Step 2: Use the Gradient Magnitude as the Segmentation Function 

 
hy = fspecial('sobel'); 
hx = hy'; 
Iy = imfilter(double(I), hy, 'replicate'); 
Ix = imfilter(double(I), hx, 'replicate'); 
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gradmag = sqrt(Ix.^2 + Iy.^2); 
%figure, imshow(gradmag,[]), title('Gradient magnitude (gradmag)') 

  

  
%% Step 3: Mark the Foreground Objects 
% morphological techniques called "opening-by-reconstruction" and 
% "closing-by-reconstruction" to "clean" up the image.  These 
% operations will create flat maxima inside each object 

  

  
se = strel('disk', 9);%one can look at 5 too 

  
Ie = imerode(I, se); 
Iobr = imreconstruct(Ie, I); 
%figure, imshow(Iobr), title('Opening-by-reconstruction (Iobr)') 
Iobrd = imdilate(Iobr, se); 
Iobrcbr = imreconstruct(imcomplement(Iobrd), imcomplement(Iobr)); 
Iobrcbr = imcomplement(Iobrcbr); 
%figure, imshow(Iobrcbr), title('Opening-closing by reconstruction 

(Iobrcbr)') 

  
%% 

 
fgm = imregionalmax(Iobrcbr); 
%figure, imshow(fgm), title('Regional maxima of opening-closing by 

reconstruction (fgm)') 

  
%% 
% Clean the edges of the marker blobs and then shrink them a bit 

  
se2 = strel(ones(5,5)); 

  
fgm2 = imclose(fgm, se2); 
fgm3 = imerode(fgm2, se2); 
fgm4 = bwareaopen(fgm3, 25); 
%% Step 4: Compute Background Markers 
% Now you need to mark the background.  In the cleaned-up image, 
% the dark pixels belong to the background, so you could start with a 
% thresholding operation. 
bw = im2bw(Iobrcbr, graythresh(Iobrcbr)); 
bw = bw|fgm4; 
%% 
% We'll "thin" the background by computing the 
% "skeleton by influence zones", or SKIZ, of the foreground of |bw|. 
% This can be done by computing the watershed transform of the distance 
% transform of |bw|, and then looking for the watershed ridge lines (|DL  

% ==0|) of the result. 

  
D = bwdist(bw); 
DL = watershed(D); 
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bgm = DL == 0; 
%figure, imshow(bgm), title('Watershed ridge lines (bgm)') 

  
%% Step 5: Compute the Watershed Transform of the Segmentation Function. 
% The function |imimposemin| can be used to modify an image so that it has  
% regional minima only in certain desired locations 

  
gradmag2 = imimposemin(gradmag, bgm | fgm4); 
%figure, imshow(gradmag2); 

  
%% 
% Finally we are ready to compute the watershed-based segmentation. 

  
L = watershed(gradmag2); 

  
%% Step 6: Visualize the Result 
I5 = im2bw(I, graythresh(I)); 
I5(L == 0) = 0; 
I5 = imfill(I5,'holes'); 
I5 = bwareaopen(I5,25); 
I5 = imclearborder(I5); 
sequenceNew(:,:,i) = I5; 
%figure, imshow(I5); 

  
end 
I = sequenceNew; 
% %  
szI = size(I);  

  
regprops = cell(szI(3),1); 
CCold = bwconncomp(I(:,:,1));  %cc of first slice 

  
RPold = regionprops(CCold,'centroid', 'PixelIdxList', 'Area', 'Perimeter', 

'EquivDiameter', 'Eccentricity'); 
    c = num2cell(([RPold.Perimeter] .^ 2) ./ (4 * pi * [RPold.Area])); 
    [RPold.Circularity]=deal(c{:}); 
    clear c; 

  

  

  
centsA = vertcat(RPold(:).Centroid); %extract centroids 

  
% % Section containing Average Radius code 
    Bold = bwboundaries(I(:,:,1)); 
   %Section to accommodate circularity 

    
   %Bold = Bold(find(circularities1<1.5 & circularities1>.8)); 

    
   Avgradius = zeros(numel(Bold),1);  
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    for j = 1:numel(Bold) 
        Avgradius(j) = mean(sqrt((Bold{j}(:,1)-centsA(j,2)).^2 + 

(Bold{j}(:,2)-centsA(j,1)).^2)); 
    end 
    d = num2cell(Avgradius); 
    [RPold.Avgradius] = deal(d{:}); 
    regprops{1} = RPold; 

  
for ii = 1:(szI(3)-1) 
%for ii = 1:2 
  CCnew = bwconncomp(I(:,:,ii+1));  %cc of next slice 

  
  RPnew = regionprops(CCnew,'centroid', 'PixelIdxList', 'Area', 

'Perimeter', 'EquivDiameter', 'Eccentricity'); 
   c = num2cell(([RPnew.Perimeter] .^ 2) ./ (4 * pi * [RPnew.Area])); 
    [RPnew.Circularity]=deal(c{:}); 
    clear c; 

   
  centsB = vertcat(RPnew(:).Centroid); 

   
  % % Section containing Average Radius code 
    Bnew = bwboundaries(I(:,:,ii+1)); 
    % Section to accomodate circularities 

     
    %Bnew = Bnew(find(circularities2<1.5 & circularities2>.8)); 

     
    Avgradius = zeros(numel(Bnew),1);  
    for j = 1:numel(Bnew) 
        Avgradius(j) = mean(sqrt((Bnew{j}(:,1)-centsB(j,2)).^2 + 

(Bnew{j}(:,2)-centsB(j,1)).^2)); 
    end 
    d = num2cell(Avgradius); 

      
        [RPnew.Avgradius] = deal(d{:});  

     
    regprops{ii + 1} = RPnew; 

  
end 

  
clear Avgradius c i I ii j Ld2 D2 dim mask minval szI xyDiff RPold RPnew p 

idx fileNames dirOutput D d centsA centsB CCold CCnew Bold Bnew bw bw2; 
clear DL fgm fgm2 fgm3 fgm4 gradmag gradmag2 hx hy I5 Ie Iobr Iobrcbr 

Iobrd Ix Iy L se se2 bgm; 
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A.6.2 Neural Net Training 

% Use MATLAB NN Toolbox to find bubbles 
% uses validation  

  
data_xls = xlsread('trainerip202.xls'); 

  
%preprocessing filter based on circularity 
 pp = data_xls(:,4) > 3.5; 
 data_xls(pp,:) = []; 

  
N = size(data_xls,1); 
ind_samp = 1:N;  % choose samples to use, smaller sets converge faster 
% 1 = area 
% 2 = avg radius 
% 4 = circularity 
% 5 = eccentricity  
% 6 = equiv diameter 
% 11 = perimeter 
P = data_xls(ind_samp,[1,2,4,5,6,11])'; % choose which parameters to use 
T = data_xls(ind_samp,14)'; 
ind = T == 0;  % change zero to -1 for class ID 
T(ind) = -1; 

  
%diagnostics 
%{ 
indc = P(3,:)>3.5; 
T(indc) = 0; 
circ = P(3,:); 
scirc = sort(circ); 
%plot(scirc); 
%} 
num_tr   = size(P,2);   % number of training sets 
num_te   = 0;    % number of testing sets 
num_samp = num_tr+num_te; % number of samples 

  
Pfull = P; 
Tfull = T;  

  
N_hd = [10,10,10];  % number of neurons in hidden layer 

  
TF = {'tansig','tansig','tansig'}; % activation functions for each layer 
    % second function is for output layer 

  
net = feedforwardnet(N_hd);  % set up neural network 
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net.divideFcn = 'dividetrain';  % no validation samples 

  

  

  
net.trainParam.max_fail = 10;  % number of validation failures 
net.trainFcn = 'trainlm';  %  methods 'traincgf' traingd traingdm  trainlm 
net.trainParam.epochs = 60000; % set max number of epochs 
net.trainParam.goal = 10^-4; 

  
[net1,tr1,Y1,E1,Pf1,Af1] = train(net,P,T);  % train the network sample_  

  
% skip plotting since high dimension 

  
output_v = sim(net1,P);  % run trained network on input data, this is the  

 
% threshold output of network                    
ind_1 = output_v >= 0; 
output_v(ind_1) = 1; 
ind_m1 = output_v < 0; 
output_v(ind_m1) = -1; 

  
% measure performance 
false_neg_err = 0; 
false_pos_err = 0; 
n_bubbles = 0; 
for k = 1 : size(T,2) 
    if T(k) == 1 
        n_bubbles = n_bubbles+1; 
       if output_v(k) ~= T(k) 
        false_neg_err = false_neg_err+1; 
       end 
     else 
       if output_v(k) ~= T(k) 
        false_pos_err = false_pos_err+1;  
       end 
     end 
end 
n_err = false_pos_err + false_neg_err; 
pct_err = 100*n_err/num_tr; 

  
fprintf('  ------------------------------------\n'); 
fprintf('   Points tested : %d, number of bubbles = 

%d\n',num_tr,n_bubbles); 
fprintf('    Error points : %d (%5.2f%%)\n',n_err,(n_err/num_tr)*100); 
fprintf('    Error types : false pos = %d , false neg = %d 

\n',false_pos_err,false_neg_err); 
fprintf('  ------------------------------------\n'); 
%count = count + blocksize; 
%net = net1; 
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%end 
fprintf('Mission accomplished!\n'); 
fprintf('_________________________________________\n'); 
 

 

A.6.3 Neural Net Implementation 

%Use Neural Net on Image data 
data_xls = xlsread('decisionmakerip.xls'); 

  
%Preprocessing input data and removing objects with circularity > 3.5 
pp = data_xls(:,4) > 3.5; 
data_xls(pp,:) = []; 

  
N = size(data_xls,1); 
ind_samp = 1:N; 
P = data_xls(ind_samp,[1,2,4,5,6,11])'; 

  
%load newneuralnet.mat 
output = net(P);  % run trained network on input data, this is the  

 
% threshold output of network                    
ind_1 = output >= 0; 
output(ind_1) = 1; 
ind_m1 = output < 0; 
output(ind_m1) = -1; 

  
counter = 1; 
for i = 1:size(regprops,1) 
    temp = [regprops{i}.Circularity] > 3.5; 
    temp = double(temp); 
    for j = 1:size(regprops{i},1) 
        if temp(j)==0 
            temp(j)=output(counter); 
            counter = counter + 1; 
        else 
            temp(j) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
    c = num2cell(temp); 
    %c = num2cell(output(counter:counter + size(regprops{i},1) - 1)); 

     
    [regprops{i}.Z] = deal(c{:}); 
    clear c temp; 
    %counter = counter + size(regprops{i},1); 
end 
clear N P count counter data_xls i ind_1 ind_m1 ind_samp j pp output 

struc; 
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A.6.4 Forward Relaxation 

 
for i = 1:length(regprops)-1 
  %for i = 1:2-1   
    RPold = regprops{i}; 
    oldbubbles = find([RPold.Z]==1); 
    centsA = vertcat(RPold([RPold.Z]==1).Centroid); %Centroid of bubbles 

of previous frame 
    if (isempty(centsA)) 
        continue 
    end 
    RPnew = regprops{i + 1}; 
    centsB = vertcat(RPnew.Centroid);%Centroid of all objects of next 

frame 

     
     xyDiff = bsxfun(@(x,y)abs(x-

y),reshape(centsA,[],1,2),reshape(centsB,1,[],2)); %Centroids distances in 

each dimension 

     
    [minval,idx] = min(hypot(xyDiff(:,:,1),xyDiff(:,:,2)),[],2); 

  
    c = num2cell(idx>0); 

     
    c(find(minval > 1.2*[regprops{i}([RPold.Z]==1).Avgradius]')) = {-2}; % 

1.2 is a random no to threshold the maximum centroid distance in the next 

frame 
    c(find([regprops{i+1}(idx).Circularity] > 3.5)) = {-2}; 
    [regprops{i+1}(idx).Z] = deal(c{:}); 
end 
clear xyDiff RPold RPnew oldbubbles centsA centsB c i idx minval 

 

A.6.5 Tracking - Connectivity 
 

%%Assigns fwd & rev connectivities to bubbles determined by decisionmaker 
filterNSD = zeros(256,288); 
%filterNSD = ones(256,288); 
filterNSD(18:240,45:267) = 1; 
RPold = regprops{1}; 
cold = round(vertcat(RPold.Centroid)); 
oldbubbles = find([RPold.Z]==1 & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),cold(:,2),cold(:,1)))'); 
clear cold 
centsA = vertcat(RPold(oldbubbles).Centroid); 

  
for ii = 1:size(regprops,1)-1 
 %for ii = 1:2 
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    RPnew = regprops{ii + 1}; 
    cnew = round(vertcat(RPnew.Centroid)); 
    newbubbles = find([RPnew.Z]==1 & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),cnew(:,2),cnew(:,1)))'); 
    clear cnew 
    %newbubbles 
    centsB = vertcat(RPnew(newbubbles).Centroid); 

     
    if (isempty(centsA) || isempty(centsB)) 
        RPold = RPnew; %get ready to move on 
        centsA = centsB; 
        oldbubbles = newbubbles; 
        continue 
    end 

     
    dim = 2; %which dimension will control in the bsxfun expression? 
    if size(centsA,1)>size(centsB,1) 
        dim = 1; 
    end     
%dim 
    %Engine: 
    xyDiff = bsxfun(@(x,y)abs(x-

y),reshape(centsA,[],1,2),reshape(centsB,1,[],2)); %Centroids distances in 

each dimension 
    %xyDiff 
    [minval,idx] = min(hypot(xyDiff(:,:,1),xyDiff(:,:,2)),[],dim);%min 

distance between all ojects in the newer frame and corresponding objects 

in the older frame   

     
    if dim==2; 
        c = num2cell(newbubbles(idx)); 
        c(find(minval > 1.2*[regprops{ii}(oldbubbles).Avgradius]')) = 

{nan}; % 1.2 is a random no to threshold the maximum centroid distance in 

the next frame 
        [regprops{ii}(oldbubbles).Fwdconnectivity] = deal(c{:}); 

    
    else 
            c = num2cell(oldbubbles(idx)); 
            c(find(minval > 1.2*[regprops{ii + 1}(newbubbles).Avgradius])) 

= {nan}; % 1.2 is a random no to threshold the maximum centroid distance 

in the previous frame 
        [regprops{ii + 1}(newbubbles).Revconnectivity] = deal(c{:}); 

         
    end 

     
    RPold = RPnew; %get ready to move on 

     
    centsA = centsB; 
    oldbubbles = newbubbles; 
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end 
clear xyDiff oldbubbles newbubbles minval ii idx dim centsB centsA c RPold 

RPnew; 

 

A.6.6 Tracking - Assimilation 

 
%%Gets the evolution of area, can be improved to target multiple objects 
%[regprops{1}.Evolution] = deal(0); 
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); 
numFrames = 622; 
Maxareas = []; 
expanvels = []; 
lifespan = []; 
idxarr = []; 
Firstareas = []; 
pictarr = []; 
pictvararr = []; 
tempareaarr = cell(50,1); 
countarr = 1; 

  
for pict = 1:numFrames-1 
%for pict = 95:110 
    tf = isfield(regprops{pict}, 'Evolution'); 
    if tf == 0 
       [regprops{pict}.Evolution] = deal(0); %Default value is O for 

Evolution 
    end 

     
    tf2 = isfield(regprops{pict}, 'Frame'); 
    if tf2 == 0 
        [regprops{pict}.Frame] = deal(0); % Default value is O for Frame 
    end 

     
    tf3 = isfield(regprops{pict}, 'Expansion'); 
    if tf3 == 0 
        [regprops{pict}.Expansion] = deal(0); 
    end 

  
    for i = 1:length(regprops{pict}) 

     
        temparea = zeros(1,50); % 50 corresponds to a 5ms bubble duration 

or equivalently  a bubble's presence in 50 frames 
        tempareaidx = []; 
        if regprops{pict}(i).Evolution == 1 
            continue; 
        else 
            %if regprops{pict}(i).Z == 1 
                temparea(1) = regprops{pict}(i).Area; %temparea(1) 

contains areas of all objects irrespective of whether they are circles or 

not 
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                tempareaidx{1} = regprops{pict}(i).PixelIdxList; 
                index = i; 
                regprops{pict}(i).Evolution = 0; 
           % end 
        end 
        for pictvar = pict:numFrames - 1 
            % Index 0f the bubble in the next frame is extracted 
            if isfield(regprops{pictvar},'Fwdconnectivity') 
                index = regprops{pictvar}(index).Fwdconnectivity; 

                 
            elseif isfield(regprops{pictvar+1},'Revconnectivity') 
                %index = find([regprops{pictvar + 1}(:).Revconnectivity] 

== index,1,'first'); 
                index =  find(cellfun(@(x)isequal(x,index), 

{regprops{pictvar + 1}.Revconnectivity}),1);%returns first entry of the 

multiple entries that can reference the same object in the previous frame 

and causes an error in frame 170 referencing 169 , 1504kW/m2 
            else 
                index = []; 
            end 

             
                if isempty(index) || pictvar == numFrames - 1 || 

isnan(index) 

  
                    regprops{pict}(i).Endframe = pictvar; %An alternative 

%to this would be to mark each subsequent frame with the frame number of                                                 

%the starting frame. Since I have gone on and coded it for something not                                                          

%so smart, i will let it this way. 

                     
                    break 

                 
                else 

                     
                    % Frame flag is only true only when the bubble has a 

future. 
                    if pictvar == pict 
                        regprops{pictvar}(i).Frame = pict;  
                    end 
                       regprops{pictvar + 1}(index).Frame = pictvar+1;        

                 
                end 
                temparea(pictvar + 2 - pict) = regprops{pictvar + 

1}(index).Area; 
                tempareaidx{pictvar + 2 - pict} = regprops{pictvar + 

1}(index).PixelIdxList; 
                regprops{pictvar + 1}(index).Evolution = 1; 

  
        end 
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                if temparea(1,2) - temparea(1,1) > 0 % Check to see if a 

newly identified bubble is EXPANDING(~1st order check ) 
                    [tempmaxarea,idx] = max(temparea); 
                    tempmaxareaidx = tempareaidx{idx}; 

                   
                    %tempexpanvel = (tempmaxarea - temparea(1))/(idx-1); 
                    tempexpanvel = (tempmaxarea - temparea(1))/(idx); 

%Considering my current system of dealing with bubble duration, this one 
%makes more sense but the difference observed does not lead to a new 

%insight.  

                     
                    expanvels = cat(2, expanvels, tempexpanvel); 
                    Maxareas = cat(2, Maxareas, tempmaxarea); 
                    Firstareas = cat(2, Firstareas, temparea(1));                 

                     
                    temparea(temparea==0) = []; 
                    lifespan = cat(2,lifespan, length(temparea)); 

  
                    idxarr =   cat(2,idxarr, idx); 

                     
                    regprops{pict}(i).Expansion = 1; 
                    regprops{pict}(i).Maxarea = tempmaxarea; 
                    regprops{pict}(i).Expanvels = tempexpanvel; 
                    regprops{pict}(i).Maxareapixels = tempmaxareaidx; 
                end 

                 
                if isempty(regprops{pict}(i).Frame) % For Non Bubbles 
                    regprops{pict}(i).Frame = 0; 
                end 
    end 

      
end 

  
clear numFrames tf tf2 tf3 temparea tempareaarr pictvar pict index i 

tempmaxarea x y g tempexpanvel idx k pictarr pictvararr xarr yarr 

countarr; 

 

A.6.7 Data Analysis – Bubble Statistics 

 
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); 
%colors = {'b','r','y','k'}; 
colors = {'b','r','b','r'}; 
heat_fluxes = [836,1118,1504,1893]; 

  
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    minvalues = []; 
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    sumareas = []; 
    y = []; 
    %activensd = []; 
    regprops=[]; 
    regprops = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).regprops; 
    centsNewStore = zeros(1,length(regprops)-1); 
    filterNSD = zeros(256,288); 
    %filterNSD(84:151,70:196) = 1; %1.985mm x 3.7074mm asssuming that 223 

pixels cover 6.51mm 
    filterNSD(18:240,45:267) = 1; 
    %filterNSD = ones(256,288); 

  
    heater_area = 6.51*6.51/1000000; 

     
    %filterNSD_area = 1.985*3.7074/1000000; 
    filterNSD_area = heater_area; 

  
    for i  = 1:length(regprops)-1 
    %for i = 1:60 
        x = round(vertcat(regprops{i}.Centroid)); 

  
        y(i) = sum([regprops{i}.Z] == 1 & [regprops{i}.Frame]==i & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),x(:,2),x(:,1)))' ); % Bubbles with a 

past or future per frame 
        y(i) = y(i)*heater_area/filterNSD_area; 

  
        tempsumarea = sum([regprops{i}([regprops{i}.Z]==1 & 

[regprops{i}.Frame]==i & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),x(:,2),x(:,1)))').Area]); 
        sumareas = cat(2, sumareas, tempsumarea); 

  
          centsNew = vertcat(regprops{i}([regprops{i}.Evolution]==0 & 

[regprops{i}.Z]==1 & [regprops{i}.Frame]==i & [regprops{i}.Expansion]==1 & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),x(:,2),x(:,1)))' ).Centroid); 
            if ~isempty(centsNew) 

  
                centsNewStore(1,i) = length(centsNew(:,1)); 

  
            else 

  
                centsNewStore(1,i) = 0; 
               continue  
            end 

                                                                        
          centsAll = vertcat(regprops{i}([regprops{i}.Z]==1 & 

[regprops{i}.Frame]==i & 

filterNSD(sub2ind(size(filterNSD),x(:,2),x(:,1)))').Centroid );                                                                
          clear x; 
            %disp(length(centsAll)); 
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             if length(centsNew(:,1)) == 1 && length(centsAll(:,1)) == 1 
                % disp('M'); 
                 centsAll = []; 
                 centsNew = []; 
                 continue 
             end 

  
            xyDiff = bsxfun(@(x,y)abs(x-

y),reshape(centsNew,[],1,2),reshape(centsAll,1,[],2)); %Centroids 

distances in each dimension 

  
            xyDiff(xyDiff==0) = hypot(256, 288); %take note for ABM code 

  
            tempminval = min(hypot(xyDiff(:,:,1),xyDiff(:,:,2)),[],2); 
            if length(tempminval(:,1)) > length(tempminval(1,:)) 
                tempminval = tempminval'; 
            end 
        %end 
            minvalues = cat(2,minvalues, tempminval); 
            alldata.(strcat('d',num2str(looper))).minvalues = minvalues; 
            centsAll = []; 
            centsNew = []; 
    end 

  

  
    %% Bubbles/frame data representations 

  
    activensd(looper,:) = y/heater_area; 

  
    H(looper-3) = 

histogram(activensd(looper,:),'Normalization','probability'); 
    xlabel('Active Nucleation Site Density, m^{-2}') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.2e5; 
    hold on 

     
    yo = ylim; 

     
    

plot([mean(activensd(looper,:)),mean(activensd(looper,:))],yo,strcat(color

s{looper-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(activensd(looper,:))-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    %plot([median(activensd),median(activensd)],yo,'b-.','LineWidth',2) 

     
    

plot([mode(activensd(looper,:)),mode(activensd(looper,:))],yo,strcat(color

s{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(activensd(looper,:))-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    %hold off 
    ylim(yo); 
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    %title('Histogram of Active NSD in Central Window') 
    title('Histogram of Active NSD') 

     

  
%} 
    %% Nucleation Rate Stuff 

  
    group = 10; 
    cnt=1; 
    for i = 1:group:(length(regprops)-group) 
        nucleation_rate(cnt)= 

(sum(centsNewStore(i:group*cnt))/(group/10))/heater_area; 
        cnt = cnt+1; 
    end 
    alldata.(strcat('d',num2str(looper))).nucleation_rate = 

nucleation_rate;   
clear edges newXSamplePoints samplingRateIncrease smoothedY filterNSD 

filterNSD_area i x Circularities tempcirc temparea centsNew centsAll 

xyDiff tempminval centsNewStore cnt countarr edgesN group heater_area NN 

numFrames tempsumarea temparearr; 

  
if looper==7 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
if looper==5 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 

  
end 

  
meanansd = 

[mean(activensd(4,:)),mean(activensd(5,:)),mean(activensd(6,:)),mean(activ

ensd(7,:))]; 
modeansd = 

[mode(activensd(4,:)),mode(activensd(5,:)),mode(activensd(6,:)),mode(activ

ensd(7,:))]; 
figure, plot(heat_fluxes, meanansd, '--b','LineWidth',2), hold on 
plot(heat_fluxes, modeansd, ':r','LineWidth',2) 
xlabel('Heat Fluxes, kW/m^2') 
ylabel('Active Nucleation Density,m^{-2}') 
%title('Mean & Mode of Active NSD in Central Window') 
title('Mean & Mode of Active NSD') 
h_legend = legend('Mean','Mode'); 
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set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear H h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 

  
 

%Max Area Overall 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    Maxareas = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).Maxareas; 
    %Departure Area 
    %Maxareas(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291<1) = []; 
    H(looper-3)= 

histogram(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,'Normalization','probability'),hold on 

%Based on heater size of 6.51mm * 6.51mm and heater presence of 223*223 

pixels, the area of 1 px is 0.0283*0.0283mm^2 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.2; 
    yo = ylim; 
    mma(looper-3) = mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291; 
    

plot([mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291,mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291],yo,strcat

(colors{looper-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    

plot([mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,1)),mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0

291,1))],yo,strcat(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,1))-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    title('Bubbles binned by Max Area') %The Max Area already needs 2 or 

more bubble sightings to proceed 
    xlabel('Max Area(mm^2)') 
    ylabel('Probability') 

  
if looper==7 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
if looper==5 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
end 
%Max Area >1mm2 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
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        figure 
    end 
    Maxareas = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).Maxareas; 
    %Departure Area 
    Maxareas(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291<1) = []; 
    H(looper-3)= 

histogram(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,'Normalization','probability'),hold on 

%Based on heater size of 6.51mm * 6.51mm and heater presence of 223*223 

pixels, the area of 1 px is 0.0283*0.0283mm^2 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.2; 
    yo = ylim; 
    

plot([mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291,mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291],yo,strcat

(colors{looper-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(Maxareas)*0.0291*0.0291-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    

plot([mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,1)),mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0

291,1))],yo,strcat(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(Maxareas*0.0291*0.0291,1))-0.05,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    title('Bubbles binned by Max Area > 1mm^{2}') %The Max Area already 

needs 2 or more bubble sightings to proceed 
    xlabel('Max Area(mm^2)') 
    ylabel('Probability') 

  
if looper==7 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
if looper==5 
    h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
end 
% Min distance overall 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    minvalues = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).minvalues; 
    H(looper-3) = 

histogram(minvalues*0.0291,'Normalization','probability'), hold 

on;%Distance manipulation reqd 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.4; 
    yo = ylim; 
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    if looper > 5 
        yo = [0 0.3]; 
    end 
    mmv(looper-3) = mean(minvalues)*0.0291; 
    

plot([mean(minvalues)*0.0291,mean(minvalues)*0.0291],yo,strcat(colors{loop

er-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(minvalues)*0.0291,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    

plot([mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291,mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291],yo,strc

at(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    xlabel('Minimum Nucleation Distance, mm') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
    title('Distribution of Minimum Nucleation Distance') 
    if looper==7 
        h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 
    if looper==5 
        h_legend = legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 

     
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
clear H 

  
%Min distance < 1mm 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    minvalues = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).minvalues; 
    minvalues(minvalues*0.0291 > 1) = []; 
    H(looper-3) = 

histogram(minvalues*0.0291,'Normalization','probability'), hold 

on;%Distance manipulation reqd 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.05; % for < 1mm range 
    yo = ylim; 
    if looper > 5 
        yo = [0 0.3]; 
    else 
        yo = [0 0.2]; 
    end 
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plot([mean(minvalues)*0.0291,mean(minvalues)*0.0291],yo,strcat(colors{loop

er-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(minvalues)*0.0291,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    

plot([mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291,mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291],yo,strc

at(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(minvalues))*0.0291,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    xlabel('Minimum Nucleation Distance, mm') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
    %title('Distribution of Minimum Nucleation Distance') 
    title('Distribution of Minimum Nucleation Distance < 1mm') 
    ylim(yo); 
    if looper==7 
        h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}','Location','northwest'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 
    if looper==5 
        h_legend = legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}','Location','northwest'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 

     
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
clear H 

  
% Expansion Velocity 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    expanvels = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).expanvels; 
    H(looper-3) = 

histogram(expanvels*0.0291*0.0291*10000,'Normalization','probability'), 

hold on; 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 300; 
    yo = ylim; 
    mev(looper-3) = mean(expanvels)*0.0291*0.0291*10000; 
    

plot([mean(expanvels)*0.0291*0.0291*10000,mean(expanvels)*0.0291*0.0291*10

000],yo,strcat(colors{looper-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(expanvels)*0.0291*0.0291*10000,max(yo)-0.02,'\sigma') 
    

plot([mode(round(expanvels))*0.0291*0.0291*10000,mode(round(expanvels))*0.

0291*0.0291*10000],yo,strcat(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(expanvels))*0.0291*0.0291*10000,max(yo)-0.02,'Mo') 
    xlabel('Area Expansion Velocity(mm^2/s)') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
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    title('Distribution of Bubble Area Expansion Velocity') 
    if looper==7 
        h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 

        
    end 
    if looper==5 
        h_legend = legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
        xlim([0 6000]) 

        
    end 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 

     
end 
clear H 

  
% Nucleation Rate 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    nucleation_rate = alldata.(strcat('d', 

num2str(looper))).nucleation_rate; 
    H(looper-3) = 

histogram(nucleation_rate,'Normalization','probability'), hold on; 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 25000; 
    yo = ylim; 
    mnr(looper-3) = mean(nucleation_rate); 
    

plot([mean(nucleation_rate),mean(nucleation_rate)],yo,strcat(colors{looper

-3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(nucleation_rate),max(yo)-0.08,'\sigma') 
    plot([mode(round(nucleation_rate,-4)),mode(round(nucleation_rate,-

4))],yo,strcat(colors{looper-3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(round(nucleation_rate,-4)),max(yo)-0.08,'Mo') 
    xlabel('Nucleation Rate(m^{-2}ms^{-1})') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
    title('Distribution of bubble Nucleation Rate') 
   if looper==7 
        h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
        ylim([0 0.3]) 

        
    end 
    if looper==5 
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        h_legend = legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 

        
    end 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 

     
end 
clear H 

  
% Residence Time 
for looper = 4:7 
    if looper == 4 || looper==6 
        figure 
    end 
    lifespan = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(looper))).lifespan; 
    H(looper-3) = histogram(lifespan/10,'Normalization','probability'), 

hold on; 
    H(looper-3).BinWidth = 0.2; 
    yo = ylim; 
    mls(looper-3) = mean(lifespan/10);  
    plot([mean(lifespan/10),mean(lifespan/10)],yo,strcat(colors{looper-

3},'--'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mean(lifespan/10),max(yo)-0.08,'\sigma') 
    plot([mode(lifespan/10),mode(lifespan/10)],yo,strcat(colors{looper-

3},':'),'LineWidth',2) 
    text(mode(lifespan/10),max(yo)-0.08,'Mo') 
    xlabel('Bubble Duration(ms)') 
    ylabel('Probability') 
    title('Distribution of Bubble Duration') 
    if looper==7 
        h_legend=legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'1504kW/m^{2}', 

'1893kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 
    if looper==5 
        h_legend = legend([H(1,(looper-4)) H(1,(looper-3))],'836kW/m^{2}', 

'1118kW/m^{2}'); 
        set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
    end 
    clear h_legend 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 
clear H 

  
clear yo y sumareas regprops nucleation_rate minvalues Maxareas looper 

lifespan heat_fluxes expanvels colors activensd 
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A.6.8 Data Analysis – Expansion Velocity 
 

set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); 
linetype = {'b:','r-.','g--','k-'}; 
figure 
hold on 
for j = 4:7 
    regprops = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(j))).regprops; 
    idxarr = alldata.(strcat('d', num2str(j))).idxarr; 
    avgexpanvels = zeros(1,max(idxarr)); 
    weights = zeros(1,max(idxarr)); 

  
for i = 2:2 
    [avgexpanvels(i),weights(i), tempmeansampledexpanvel, tempcount] = 

funneedlethreader(i,regprops);%funneedlethreader is  
% functionized needlethreader with i being the number of frames in which a 
% newly detected bubbles needs to expand 
    if i == 2 
        meansampledexpanvel = tempmeansampledexpanvel; 
        count = tempcount; 
    end 
end 

  

  

  
%Graph of the average instantaneous EV found by averaging the difference 

b/w next frame and previous frame. Here the 
%bubble area could decrease as long as the instantance of decrease is 

before the evolution stage reaches idx. 
meansampledexpanvel(count==0) = []; 
meansampledexpanvel = [0 meansampledexpanvel]; 
count(count==0) = []; 
count = [0 count]; 
%figure, plot(meansampledexpanvel,'-*') 

  
plot((1:length(meansampledexpanvel))/10000, 

meansampledexpanvel,strcat(linetype{j-3}),'LineWidth',2); 

  
for i = 1:length(count) 
    text(i/10000, meansampledexpanvel(i), 

num2str(count(i)),'FontSize',12); 
end 

  
clear tempmeansampledexpanvel tempcount i  
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clear avgexpanvels count expanvels Firstareas idxarr j lifespan Maxareas 

meansampledexpanvel regprops weights 
end 
hold off 
xlabel('Time(s)') 
ylabel('Area Expansion Velocity(mm^2/s)') 
title('Average Instataneous EV vs Time') 
h_legend=legend('836kW/m^2', '1118kW/m^2', '1504kW/m^2', '1893kW/m^2'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15,'Location','northwest'); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
 

A.6.9 Data Analysis – Nucleation Behavior 
   

set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); 

%alldata = load('alldatan.mat'); 
heat_fluxes = [836,1118,1504,1893]; 
cmap = colormap(parula(256)); 
cmap(1,:) = [1 1 1]; 
for loop = 6:6 

  
 %CentroidList = []; 
 NewCentroidList = []; 
 pl = []; 
 %AllCentroids = []; 
 for i = 1:length(regprops)-1 

  
     temp = [regprops{i}.Evolution]==0 & [regprops{i}.Z]==1 & 

[regprops{i}.Frame]==i & [regprops{i}.Expansion]==1; % Only take bubbles 

that expand from t = 0. 
     if isfield(regprops{i}, 'Maxarea') % Expanvels will exist where 

Maxarea does 
        NewCentroidList = 

cat(1,NewCentroidList,horzcat(vertcat(regprops{i}(temp).Centroid),vertcat(

regprops{i}(temp).Frame),vertcat(regprops{i}(temp).Endframe),vertcat(regpr

ops{i}(temp).Maxarea),vertcat(regprops{i}(temp).Expanvels))); 
        pl = cat(1,pl,{regprops{i}(temp).Maxareapixels}'); 
     end 
     clear temp; 
 end 

  

  
%# bin centers (integers) 
X = NewCentroidList(:,1); 
Y = NewCentroidList(:,2); 

  
square = 7; 
xbins = 1:square:288; 
ybins = 1:square:256; 
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xNumBins = numel(xbins); yNumBins = numel(ybins); 

  
%# map X/Y values to bin indices 

  
Xi = round( interp1(xbins, 1:xNumBins, X)); 
Yi = round( interp1(ybins, 1:yNumBins, Y)); 

  
%# count number of elements in each bin 
H = accumarray([Yi(:) Xi(:)], 1, [yNumBins xNumBins]); 

  

  
%# plot 2D histogram 
%[K,L] = find(H>2); 

  
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, H), axis on %# axis image 

  
title('Spatial distribution of Accumulative Nucleation Sites') 
cmap = colormap(parula(256)); 
cmap(1,:) = [1 1 1]; 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Number of Nucleation Sites'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, 

',num2str(length(NewCentroidList(:,1))),' Samples', ', Acc. NSD = ', 

num2str(round((length(NewCentroidList(:,1))/(6.51*6.51/1000000)))), 'm^{-

2}'), 'Location', 'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)') 

  

  
%% Bimodal Temporal Behavior 
v = cell(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
Z = cell(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
M = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
N = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
O = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
P = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
Q = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
R = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
S = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
T = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
U = zeros(yNumBins,xNumBins); 
intbydur = []; 
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datastruct = zeros(max(max(H)),1); 
for i = 1:length(Xi) 
   v(Yi(i),Xi(i)) = {cat(1,v{Yi(i),Xi(i)},NewCentroidList(i,:))}; 
   Z(Yi(i),Xi(i)) = {cat(1,Z{Yi(i),Xi(i)},pl(i))}; 
end 
for i = 1:yNumBins 
    for j = 1:xNumBins 
        if ~isempty(v{i,j}) 
            temp = v{i,j}; 
            % You should add +1 to all M N O & P since that will include 

both start and end frames. Letting it slide for 
            % now. 
            M(i,j) = mean(temp(:,4) - temp(:,3)+1); % Mean bubble duration 

at all nucleation sites 
            U(i,j) = mean(sqrt(temp(:,5)*0.0283*0.0283*4/pi)); 
            if length(temp(:,1)) == 1 
                P(i,j) = temp(1,4) - temp(1,3) + 1;% Bubble duration at 

sites that nucleated just once 
                R(i,j) = 

mean(sqrt(temp(:,5)*0.0283*0.0283*4/pi));%Departure Diameter of bubbles at 

sites that only nucleate once 
                T(i,j) = temp(:,6);% Expansion Velocities of bubbles at 

sites that only nucleate once 
            end 
            for k = 1:length(temp(:,1)) - 1 

                 

  
                N(i,j) = N(i,j) + (temp(k+1,3) - temp(k,4)+1); % Idle time 

between bubble durations 
                O(i,j) = mean(temp(:,4) - temp(:,3)+1);% Mean bubble 

duration at sites that nucleated more than once 
                Q(i,j) = mean(sqrt(temp(:,5)*0.0283*0.0283*4/pi));%Mean 

Departure Diameter of bubbles at sites that nucleate more than once 
                S(i,j) = mean(temp(:,6));% Mean Expansion Velocities of 

bubbles at sites that nucleate more than once 

  
             end 
            if length(temp(:,1)) > 1 
                N(i,j) = N(i,j)/(length(temp(:,1))-1); 
            end 
            clear temp 
        end 

         
    end 
end 

  
%# plot 2D histogram 
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, M/10), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Site Avg. Bubble Duration at All sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
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c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Time(ms)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, 

',num2str(sum(sum(H))),' Samples ',', Mean Bubble Duration = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(M.*H))/10)/sum(sum(H)),2)),'ms', ',',10, 'Rectangle 

Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H>0))), ', Mean Site Active Time = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(M))/10)/numel(H(H>0)),2)),'ms'), 'Location', 

'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',13); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, P/10), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distribution of Bubble Duration at Irregular Sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Time(ms)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, 

',num2str(sum(H(H==1))),' Samples ',  ', Mean Bubble Duration = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(P.*(H==1)))/10)/sum(H(H==1)),2)),'ms', ',',10, 

'Rectangle Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H==1))), ', Mean Site Active Time = 

', num2str(round((sum(sum(P))/10)/numel(H(H==1)),2)),'ms'), 'Location', 

'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',13); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, O/10), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Site Avg. Bubble Duration at Regular Sites'); 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Time(ms)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
C = H; 
C(C==1) = 0; 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, 

',num2str(sum(H(H>1))),' Samples ', ', Mean Bubble Duration = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(O.*C))/10)/sum(H(H>1)),2)),'ms', ',',10, 'Rectangle 
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Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H>1))), ', Mean Site Active Time = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(O))/10)/numel(H(H>1)),2)),'ms'),'Location', 

'south'); 
clear C 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',13); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
%# plot 2D histogram 
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, N/10), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Site Avg Idle Time at Regular Sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Time(ms)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
D = H-1; 
D(D==-1) = 0; 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, 

',num2str((sum(H(H>1)) - numel(H(H>1)))),' Samples ', ', Mean Bubble 

Interval = ', num2str(round((sum(sum(N.*D))/10)/(sum(H(H>1)) - 

numel(H(H>1))),2)),'ms', ',',10, 'Rectangle Count = ', 

num2str(numel(H(H>1))), ', Mean Site Idle time = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(N))/10)/numel(H(H>1)),2)),'ms'),'Location', 

'south'); 
clear D 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',13); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
%% Bimodal Departure Diameter Behavior 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Maximum Diameter(mm)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, ', 

num2str(sum(sum(H))), ' Samples ',  ', Mean D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(U.*H))/sum(sum(H))),3)),'mm', ',',10, 'Rectangle 

Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H>0))), ', Mean Site D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(U))/numel(H(H>0))),3)),'mm'),'Location', 'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
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set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
%R = sqrt(R*0.0283*0.0283*4/pi); 
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, R), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distribution of D_{MAX} at Irregular nucleation sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Maximum Diameter(mm)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, ', 

num2str(sum(H(H==1))),' Samples ',  ', Mean D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(R.*(H==1)))/sum(sum(H(H==1)))),3)),'mm', ',',10, 

'Rectangle Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H==1))), ', Mean Site D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(R))/numel(H(H==1))),3)),'mm'),'Location', 'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
%Q = sqrt(Q*0.0283*0.0283*4/pi); 
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, Q), axis on %# axis image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Site Avg. D_{MAX} at Regular sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Maximum Diameter(mm)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
C = H; 
C(C==1) = 0; 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, ', 

num2str(sum(H(H>1))), ' Samples ', ', Mean D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(Q.*C))/sum(sum(H(H>1)))),3)),'mm', ',',10, 

'Rectangle Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H>1))), ', Mean Site D_{MAX} = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(Q))/numel(H(H>1))),3)),'mm'),'Location', 'south'); 
clear C 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
%% Expansion Velocity Behavior 
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figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, T*0.0283*0.0283*10000), axis on %# axis 

image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Bubble Expn. Vel. at Irregular sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Expansion Velocity(mm^2/s)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, ', 

num2str(sum(H(H==1))),' Samples ',  ', Mean E V = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(T.*(H==1)))*0.0283*0.0283*10000)/sum(H(H==1)))),'mm

^2/s', ',',10, 'Rectangle Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H==1))), ', Mean Site 

E V = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(T))*0.0283*0.0283*10000)/numel(H(H==1)))),'mm^2/s')

,'Location', 'south'); 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
figure, imagesc(xbins, ybins, S*0.0283*0.0283*10000), axis on %# axis 

image 
title('Spatial distrib. of Site Avg. Bubble Expn. Vel. at Regular sites') 

  
colormap(cmap); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Expansion Velocity(mm^2/s)'; 
hold on, plot(X, Y, 'r.', 'MarkerSize',2), hold off 
axis equal 
C = H; 
C(C==1) = 0; 
h_legend = legend(strcat(num2str(heat_fluxes(loop-3)),'kW/m^2, ', 

num2str(sum(H(H>1))), ' Samples ',  ', Mean EV = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(S.*C))*0.0283*0.0283*10000)/sum(H(H>1)))),'mm^2/s', 

',',10, 'Rectangle Count = ', num2str(numel(H(H>1))), ', Mean Site EV = ', 

num2str(round((sum(sum(S))*0.0283*0.0283*10000)/numel(H(H>1)))),'mm^2/s'),

'Location', 'south'); 
clear C 
set(h_legend,'FontSize',15); 
clear h_legend 
set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
legend('boxoff') 
xlabel('x (pixels)'); 
ylabel('y (pixels)'); 

  
clear idx ax tempintbydur AllCentroids c CentroidList i j k X Y cmap xbins 

ybins Xi Yi xNumBins yNumBins x y square Xt Yt Xti Yti 
clear regprops 
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end 

 

 

A.6.10 Data Analysis – Site Identification 

[a, b] = size(Z); 
for d = 0:0 
    mat = zeros(256,288); 
    bubbles  = 0; 
    sites = 0; 
    for i = 1:a 
        for j = 1:b 
            c = size(Z{i,j},1); 
            if c > d 
                sites = sites + 1; 
                for k = 1:c 
                    temp = Z{i,j}{k}; 
                    mat(temp) = mat(temp) + 1; 
                    bubbles = bubbles + 1; 
                    clear temp 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    clear c i j k 
    %mat = imcrop(mat,[45 18 223 223]); 
    figure,imshow(mat2gray(mat)); 
    title(['Bubble footprint of sites that nucleate',' ', num2str(d+1),' 

or more times']); 
    text(165,20,['Vapor cover in 62ms: 

',num2str(round(sum(sum(mat>0))/(22.3*22.3))),'%',10,'Number of Bubbles: 

',num2str(bubbles),10,'Impact Factor: 

',num2str(round(sum(sum(mat>0))*bubbles/(22.3*22.3*sites)))], 'color', 

'white','fontsize', 15) 
    set(gca,'fontsize',15) 
end 

 

 

 

 


